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JUDICIAL COUNCIL

G.L. Chapter 221, §§34A-34C

The Judicial Council was established to make a continuous independ-

ent study of the organization, procedure, and practice of the courts.

The Council makes recommendations requested by the legislature

and suggests improvements in the administration of justice.

Statutory Authority

Section 34A. There shall be a judicial council for the continuous study of the

organization, rules and methods of procedure and practice of the judicial system of

the commonwealth, the work accomplished, and the results produced by that system

and its various parts. Said council shall be composed of the chief justice of the

supreme judicial court or some other justice or former justice of that court ap-

pointed from time to time by him; the chief justice of the appeals court or some

other justice or former justice of that court appointed from time to time by him; the

chief justice of the superior court or some other justice or former justice of that

court appointed from time to time by him; the chief judge of the probate courts in

the commonwealth or some other judge or former judge of those courts appointed

from time to time by him; the judge of the land court or some other judge or former

judge of that court appointed from time to time by him; the chief justice of the

district courts in the commonwealth or some other justice or former justice of those

courts appointed from time to time by him; the chief justice of the municipal court

of the city of Boston or some other justice or former justice of that court appointed

from time to time by him; and not more than four members of the bar all to be ap-

pointed by the governor, with the advice and consent of the executive council. The

appointments by the governor shall be for such periods, not exceeding four years, as

he shall determine.

Section 34B. The Judicial Council shall report annually on or before December

first to the governor upon the work of the various branches of the judicial system.

Said council may also from time to time submit for the consideration of the justices

of the various courts such suggestions in regard to rules of practice and procedure as

it may deem advisable.

Section 34C. No member of said council, except as hereinafter provided, shall

receive any compensation for his services, but said council and the several members

thereof shall be allowed from the state treasury out of any appropriation made for

the purpose such expenses for clerical and other services, travel and incidentals as the

governor and council shall approve. The secretary of said council, whether or not a

member thereof, shall receive from the Commonwealth a salary of ten thousand

dollars.
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I.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
ON THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

A. The Consolidation of the Trial Courts

The court consolidation or reorganization act, Chapter 478 of the

Acts of 1978, was approved by the Governor on July 18, 1978.

Most of the changes mandated by this act will become effective by

July 1, 1979. It will take considerably longer before the new con-

solidated trial court will be operating smoothly and we anticipate that

additional legislation may be necessary to make the consolidation

work to the best advantage of the citizens of the Commonwealth.

The major change effected by this legislation was to create one

single trial court of the Commonwealth consisting of the Superior,

Land, Probate and Family and Housing Court Departments and the

District, Municipal and Juvenile Court Departments on another.

In the discharge of its obhgation to engage in the continuous study

of the organization, rules and methods of procedure and practice of

the judicial system of the Commonwealth, and the work accom-

pHshed by it, the Judicial Council begins a new phase in its 54 year

history.

Many important advancements in judicial administration were

achieved in the enactment of Chapter 478 of the Acts of 1978 — the

"Courts-Consolidation" Act.

1. Legislative Intent

It appears clear that the intent of the General Court in enacting

Chapter 478 of 1978 was to

"... provide for an administrative consolidation of the several courts of

trial jurisdiction, so as to encourage a broader availability of personnel

and other resources for the hearing of all causes on an equitable basis by

the several justices of the trial court. ..."

This act also provides for increased powers, duties and respon-

sibilities of certain judicial and non-judicial personnel.

It was the intent of the General Court to increase its effectiveness

and efficient operation, not to derogate from or to impair the ex-

isting structure or the tenure, powers, or authority thereof.
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The fiscal result of the legislation is to cast the financial burden of

the judicial system on the state and thus remove this burden from the

counties and, ultimately, from the real estate taxpayer in the cities

and towns.

2. Deployment of Resources

In order to accomphsh the mission of consohdation and unified

operation of the judicial system, there must be a sound program of

administration and finance. Such a program is in the process of

development.

The physical assets of the judicial system are to be used to serve the

needs of the whole judicial branch.

The human resources of the judicial system will be deployed to the

best possible advantage.

The judicial system has embarked on several new efforts to provide

the citizens of Massachusetts with justice which is neither delayed nor

denied.

It is also to be noted that employees of the judicial department are

now embraced within the scope of collective bargaining for public

employees under G.L. Chapter 150E as amended by Chapter 478 of

the Acts of 1978.

3. Continuing Study of the Judicial System

In this 54th Report of the Judicial Council, we do not dwell on the

past, but look forward to the problems of the future.

In no system of jurisprudence known since the world began has

perfection been achieved. We are not so naive as to suppose that the

enactment of the "Courts-Consohdation" Act of 1978 is a solution

to the difficult problems of providing the machinery of justice in a

complex society.

It would be naive to assume that the enactment of the "Courts-

Consohdation" Act of 1978 will provide the judicial machinery to

reach a just solution to the myriad and complex problems that con-

stantly arise in a modern society.

Since the beginning of time, it is doubtful that any society achieved

a system of jurisprudence that approached perfection.

Yet, we must continue to strive toward that goal. We must con-

tinue to diagnose our infirmities. There are hardships and injustices.

There are gaps to be filled and ambiguities to be cleared.
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B. Statistics

We call to the attention of the General Court the necessity for the

production of timely and detailed statistical data regarding the ad-

ministration of the trial courts and the appellate courts; court work

accomplished; the work yet to be performed; and the financial effec-

tiveness of the structure presently in operation.

In our Annual Reports for 1976 and 1977, we were able to analyze

and present to the General Court certain statistical indicators in the

field of judicial administration.

With the introduction of the consolidation of the trial courts, and

the elimination of the office of the Executive Secretary of the

Supreme Judicial Court, except for the Probate and Family Court

Department, we found it extremely difficult to obtain current

statistics on the operation of the courts, especially the trial courts.

We hope that such statistical interpretations will be available so

that in our next report we may be able to make appropriate comment

in regard thereto.

C. Court Buildings Survey

On or before June 30, 1980 a commission appointed by the Chief

Administrative Justice is required to file a report on the status of all

buildings operated by the judicial department.

A comprehensive study of the court facilities and buildings of the

Commonwealth was completed in September, 1975, by the National

Center for State Courts; a separate study of the Suffolk County

courthouse by Space Management Complex, Inc. was completed in

1974. These multi-volume detailed studies have already demonstrated

that there are major deficiencies in existing facilities for the courts. In

our 51st Annual Report for 1975, we drew attention to certain con-

clusions suggested by these studies.

On the basis of the existing studies in 1975, we noted the following

deficiencies in court facihties:

1

.

Overcrowding 35%
2. Poor Acoustics and Noise 35%
3. Poor Lighting 32%

Among other things, we noted that the Chelsea and Winchendon District Courts should be

relocated in other buildings.
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4. Inadequate Electricity 9%
5. Poor Appearance 7%
6. Leakage — Water Damage 7%
7. Fire Hazards 5%
8. Inadequate Heating 5%
9. Inadeqate Parking 3%

10. Poor Structural Condition 1%

As to general condition:

Superior and Probate Court

Good 25 "7o

Fair 50%
Poor 25%

District Courts

Good 45%
Fair 37%
Poor 18%

We again recommend uniform design standards for court

facilities. Now that the operation of the judicial system has passed

out of the sphere of strictly local concern, it should be more feasible

for the court administration to establish sound policy for new and

renovated facilities.

D. Facilities for Jury Trials in Divisions

of the District Court Department

The new procedure for jury trials in the District Court Department

under G.L. Chapter 278, sections 17-25, as amended by Chapter 478

of the Acts of 1978, became effective on January 1, 1979.

Jury of Six sessions have been held at certain locations in the

District Court Department for several years, but the new procedure

which eliminated de novo appeals to the Superior Court may develop

space and facilities problems which cannot yet be fully appreciated

and provided for which we have yet to provide.

These Jury of Six trials will be held at 19 central locations in the

District Court Department. We would discourage any immediate

steps to provide jury facilities in other district courts. Final action or
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any new or substantially renovated court facilities in the District

Courts and the Municipal Court should probably await the ac-

cumulation of experience with the new Jury of Six procedure in

criminal cases.

E. Juvenile Appeals Session

As now provided in the court reorganization act of 1978, a juvenile

adjudicated delinquent and certain others may appeal for a trial by a

Jury of Six in the appropriate division and sessions of the Juvenile or

District Court Departments. We cannot now determine whether this

procedure will require any additional or improved facihties.

F. The Cost of Improvement to Facilities

It will be necessary to establish priorities for any improvements in

court buildings and facilities in view of the tremendous demands

from every governmental agency for more tax dollars to effectively

perform its mission. If the reorganized judicial system is to operate

with effectiveness, the General Court should g^ve serious considera-

tion to the needs of the system as a whole, with special emphasis on

the strengthening of its weakest links.

G. Leases, and Acquisition of Court Buildings

Under G.L. Chapter 29, section 4, it is the duty of the Chief Ad-

ministrative Justice, subject to the approval of the Chief Justice of

the Supreme Judicial Court to negotiate leases between the judicial

branch and other parties for court facilities.

It is now provided in G.L. Chapter 29A, section 5 that the Chief

Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court may, upon the recommenda-

tion of the Chief Administrative Justice of the trial court, recom-

mend to the General Court that buildings owned by the county, city

or town be acquired by the Commonwealth.

We know of no present staff support within the judicial branch

which will enable it to deal adequately with questions of fair market

value of such properties or the estimation of the costs of

maintenance, repair and necessary operating expenses, or with the

successful negotiation of complex leaseholds.

The management of court facilities, court buildings and the opera-

tion thereof, is an operation which entails great expense.
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A program which will enable the Chief Administrative Justice to

have the benefit of expert consulting services in this area, we suggest,

one which a high order of priority should be assigned.

Admittedly, such a program necessarily entails substantial costs.

However, it appears to us that sound business judgment requires the

advice of professional real estate consultants and such other profes-

sional maintenance outfits, etc. The benefit resulting from such

assistance should result in such long term savings that would far ex-

ceed the original expense.

H. Retired Justices

The "Courts-ConsoHdation" Act, Chapter 478 of 1978 makes

specific provisions for the use of retired justices subject to the ap-

proval of the Chief Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.

Amendments to G.L. Chapter 32, sections 65E to 65G now pro-

vide that a retired justice or chief justice may be approved for a two

year term and that there may be reapprovals for successive two year

periods.

We note that there is dialogue between the bar associations and the

office of the Chief Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court concerning

the approval of service by retired justices for extended periods.

It is appropriate that the views of the bar be made known to the

Chief Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court in this connection.

L Administration of Justice Under

Emergency Conditions

In 1950, by Chapter 639 of the Acts of 1950, the "Civil Defense

Act" (a special law) as amended by Chapter 579, section 5 of the Acts

of 1978, there were provisions made for the operation of a judicial

system during a state of emergency.

A "state of emergency" may be declared by the Governor after

federal action is taken, the event of a war situation or a disaster or

catastrophe from drought, fire, flood, earthquake or other natural

causes. A "state of emergency" may also be proclaimed (as was done

in the February 1978 Blizzard) when the Governor determines that by

reason of one of the foregoing, the health, safety or property of the

citizens will be endangered because of fire or shortage of water or

food.

This special civil defense legislation has now been amended to per-
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mit flexibility of operations by the consolidated trial court, in all its

departments in the event of emergency.

We again call attention to the lack of a Judicial Succession Act

which would provide for emergency judges in a severe disaster situa-

tion.

A constitutional amendment was discussed in 1960 and by virtue of

Chapter 38 of the Resolves of 1960, the Judicial Council made a

report (43rd Annual Report, pp. 38-47) on this question.

The Court-Consolidation Act does not provide for judicial officers

in case of a major disaster in which many judges might be victims.

We have no effective legislation for a standby judiciary.

J. Zoning Appeals

G.L. Chapter 40A, section 17 has been amended so as to permit

the trial of zoning appeals in the District Court Department. There

are special provisions for Hampden County.

We continue to express concern that this type of case may, by the

complexities involved in many instances, tend to clog the orderly

flow of District Court Department business.

It is to be noted that any party to such appeals may claim a trial in

the Superior Court Department.

K. Uniform Traffic Citations

(Non-Criminal)

By an amendment to G.L. Chapter 90, section 20F, an enforce-

ment officer may issue a "CITATION" to any person who violates

provisions of G.L. Chapters 85 to 90D where the maximum statutory

penalty does not exceed $100.00.

It is hoped that this new procedure of "de-criminalizing" traffic

violations under Chapter 90, sections 20A and 20C (excluding park-

ing offenses already "de-criminahzed") will ease the judicial burden

in the District Court Department of the trial court.

In a recent year, there were over 600,000 criminal entries in the

District Court Department. At least one-half of these probably fall

into the category now covered by the new UNIFORM TRAFFIC
CITATION.

There has been considerable criticism of this new procedure.

The law has been interpreted by some judges to deny to the pohce

officer the authority to make an arrest in cases where a vehicle
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operator fails or refuses to produce a license and registration even

under the most suspicious circumstances, and in many other cases.

We do not concur in such interpretations.

We note here that many crimes have been detected as a result of

the proper investigation of traffic violations.

It is expected that during the 1979 session, the General Court will

give its attention to the deficiencies of the new section F of Chapter

90. Revisions of this section are in order so that the legislative intent

can be achieved.

L. Consumer Actions

We comment on various proposals to amend G.L. Chapter 93

A

(Consumer Protection) elsewhere in this Report.

Sections 3A and 1 1 of Chapter 93A have recently been amended so

as to permit consumer claims for money damages only to be brought

in the District Court Department.

We had so recommended in our Special Report in 1977.

There are some who beheve that equitable rehef should be

available in consumer claims (and also in certain landlord-tenant

cases) in the District Court Department. We continue to beheve that

equitable rehef is largely a matter for the Superior Court Depart-

ment.

M, Judicial System Budget

In accordance with G.L. Chapter 211, section 2A it is the respon-

sibility of the Chief Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court to prepare

and submit to the budget director "an estimate for the ordinary

maintenance of the entire judicial system of the Commonwealth and

the revenue therefrom".

It is the obligation of the Chief Justice of the Supreme Judicial

Court to make such budget recommendation as he may desire.

In the preparation of this budget, the Chief Justice of the Supreme

Judicial Court ''may'' use the estimates which this statute requires to

be forwarded to him by the Chief Justice of the Appeals Court and

the Chief Administrative Justice of the trial court.

In the budget process, there will be a requirement for input at every

level.

The Administrative Justice of each of the Trial Court Departments

(Superior, Housing, Land, Probate and District Courts) will par-

ticipate in this budget process and it is inevitable that questions of

priority will arise.
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In an economy which faces serious inflation and progressively in-

creasing costs for personal services, and in an area where the need for

improvements to physical facilities is apparent, we anticipate

substantial competition regarding the allocation of available funds.

Perhaps the Chief Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court may deem

it advisable to convene conferences of judges and members of the bar

under the provisions of G.L. Chapter 211, section 3B as amended to

deal with problems arising out of the necessity to allocate available

funding among equally meritorious programs within the system.

N. Trial Court Assignments

Under the authority of G.L. Chapter 21 IB, section 9 it is provided

that the Chief Administrative Justice of the Trial Court may assign a

justice appointed to any department of the trial court to sit in any

other department of the court for such period or periods of time as he

deems will best promote the speedy dispatch of judicial business.

The authority for such assignments is restricted by statute in the

following respects:

(i) The preferences of each justice as to which department such

justice desires to serve must be ascertained.

(ii) If a justice is aggrieved by his assignment, such justice may ap-

peal the order to the Supreme Judicial Court which shall

determine the matter.

(iii) A justice so assigned may in effect seek a review of the order

of the Chief Administrative Justice on the basis that an assign-

ment "impairs" the orderly operation of his department of

the trial court.

In addition to these three specific provisions, the Chief Ad-

ministrative Justice is required to make assignments consistent with

the effective operation and dispatch of business in each department

of the trial court.

In its Special Report in 1977 and in its 53rd Annual Report, the

Judicial Council expressed particular concern as to the unrestricted

transfer of judges from one court to another.

The assignment of district court justices in the Superior Court

Department did not always work out well. The Judicial Council was

also mindful of the wealth of experience that judges of speciahzed

courts had in their particular fields.

Such concentration of effort did not sua sponte necessarily qualify
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the individual for entirely new or different judicial responsibilities.

It is often urged by proponents of the several varieties of "unifica-

tion" of the trial courts in various states of the nation that

unrestricted assignment authority over trial justices made the courts

more "flexible."

While it is fairly apparent that inflexibihty is no goal, it does not

follow that flexibility is necessarily the ultimate goal of judicial ad-

ministration. Knowledge and experience in the particular field is of

even greater importance.

With the restrictions that are now contained in section 9 of

Chapter 21 1 , we feel quite certain that the exercise of the authority to

assign justices to any department or division of the trial court will not

be prejudicial to the standards which we have championed.

It is also now possible for some justices who seek broader judicial

experience, and can be spared by their department, to request an

assignment, subject to the statutory safeguards, to another court.

In no case would it be appropriate if the case load in one depart-

ment or division were to stagnate so that judicial business elsewhere

could be more expeditiously transacted. Consideration should be

given to permitting the transfer of cases between departments more

broadly than is now possible.

It is, of course, the obligation of the Chief Administrative Justice,

in conference with the affected Administrative Justices, to make

these decisions.

O. Commission on Judicial Conduct

After much discussion over the past few years, the General Court

included a "Commission on Judicial Conduct" in the court con-

soUdation statute.

This new commission is the creation of the legislative branch and is

authorized by G.L. Chapter 21 IB.

The Judicial Council has prepared several recommendations and

reports which pertain to the creation of an agency to deal with

judicial misconduct.

When Chapter 21 IB is analyzed, it becomes apparent that upon

completion of an investigation of alleged misconduct by a judge, the

commission "shall recommend an appropriate disposition of the

matter under investigation" (and state its reasons) to the Supreme.

Judicial Court.
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The function of such a commission in the past has been fulfilled by

special counsel acting in particular cases.

The new commission is comprised of three judges, three members

of the bar, and three citizens who are neither judges nor lawyers.

We have recently seen that the removal of a judge may, by virtue

of the constitution of this Commonwealth, become imbued with

"political" overtones and not be primarily a judicial decision.

There may be merit to the existence of a permanent commission on

judicial conduct acting under a statute which alters nothing so far as

the Massachusetts constitution is concerned.

It is a recently demonstrated fact that a judge may be removed

from his office merely by the majority vote of the house, the senate

and the Governor's Council, and the approval of the Governor.

The failure of the commission to recommend a sanction in no way

prevents the process of removal by address, nor does the action or in-

action of the commission necessarily stay the hand of the Supreme

Judicial Court.

It is assumed that both the Supreme Judicial Court and the

General Court will await the recommendation of the Judicial Con-

duct Commission before any action is taken in the ordinary case. To

this extent, the commission will be useful.

Despite all claims to the contrary, the issue of judicial disciphne,

except in a case of small consequence, is an issue of constitutional

concern.

The people, acting through elected representatives, with or without

proof of actual wrongdoing by a judge, may bring about the removal

of that judicial officer when their confidence in him is lost.

The new commission will serve a limited function. The problem of

judicial discipline and ultimate removal is not one that can ever be

delegated by the General Court to any commission or to the judicial

establishment. As a matter of constitutional law, the judicial branch

is not the final arbiter in this kind of case.

The preliminary investigative work has now been delegated, but

the press is unhkely to permit such proceedings to take place behind

closed doors and may be depended upon to conduct its own search

for the truth. A related problem which must be addressed is whether

the proceedings before the commission should continue to be con-

fidential. On the one hand, there is danger that pubHcation of every

complaint will undermine confidence in the judicial branch, given the

experience that vindication is rarely newsworthy. On the other hand,

the press and the pubHc tend to be suspicious of closed proceedings.
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The middle ground, rumors and leaks, is less satisfactory than

addressing this problem.

It is to be expected that persons who are dissatisfied with the deci-

sion of a judge will voice their complaints to any one who will lend a

listening ear. The complaint may well be totally unfounded, it may be

a situation where the law itself has produced a harsh result on a par-

ticular person or his property. Persons convicted of a crime and their

famines and friends are critical of the judge by the very nature of the

situation. If a judge must sentence a person to incarceration, that

judge is the focal point of the frustration of family and friends and

the anger of the person so sentenced.

If a judge is subjected to a complaint, even if it is unfounded, the

judge must retain his own private counsel and is required to pay the

fees and expense of legal counsel in such cases. More often than not,

the complaint is dismissed and the matter is closed by the appropriate

authority.

In the case of long standing matters, it is possible that a complaint

will be made about something that happened in court many months,

or even years, before the matter reaches a commission or in-

vestigator. In a significant number of instances, there was no record-

ing device in operation at the critical time or no stenographic

transcript. With the great pressure of business in a criminal session, it

is to be expected that a judge will have little or no memory of a

specific case interspersed among many other similar cases. In these

circumstances the only reconstruction of the events must be from the

very limited information on the court records and documents.

These problems are very real and deserve attention. While a citizen

should have a forum for complaints about judicial misconduct, the

judge is entitled to full and fair consideration also, and is entitled to

have the complaint fully and plainly stated so that the accuser and his

motives can be confronted. No citizen deserves less.

P. Special Justices

After July 1, 1979, the office of special justice of the District Court

Department is virtually aboHshed. On or before that date, any special

justice must have elected to give up the practice of law and to serve

full time.
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Q. Trial De Novo in Criminal Cases

In our study of de novo appeals in our 53rd Report, we noted some
recent statistics:

Criminal Cases 1975 1976

Appeals From District Court to

Superior Court for Criminal

Trial De Novo 33,566 40,263

Actual Disposition by Trial 1,521 1,425

After January 1, 1979 and under the provisions of G.L. Chapter

218, section 27A every division of the District Court Department is

authorized to hold Jury of Six sessions for the hearing of criminal

cases which are within the final jurisdiction of the district court.

In lieu of the customary criminal procedure in the district court

divisions, the following format is estabhshed:

1. Defendant will be tried by a Jury of Six.

2. A defendant may sign a waiver consenting to a trial by the judge

alone, subject to a right of appeal for a de novo trial by a Jury

of Six and another judge.

3. On a de novo jury trial, the procedures apphcable to jury trials

in Superior Court apply; except that only two challenges are

allowed to each defendant.

4. Defendant may appeal for judicial review by the appellate

courts.

During the discussion of the most recent court consolidation

legislation, the Judicial Council took the position that the assignment

to the District Court Department of the task of conducting Jury of

Six trials in all criminal cases within the District Court, coupled with

the recent expansion of the work of the District Courts in other areas,

might prove to be too much of a burden for those courts and cause a

clogging of the dockets. The decriminalization of certain motor vehi-

cle violations and the use of magistrates to perform some of the

minor judicial functions should help free the justices for strictly

judicial duties.

We deem it advisable to review this situation after this procedure is

in operation for a reasonable period. We intend to closely monitor

the de novo appeal situation and to advise the General Court as to

our observations on the new procedures. We will also plan to concern
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ourselves with the expected beneficial effect of this new District

Court assignment on the work of the Superior Court Department.

R. Magistrates

To lessen the work load of the judge, the "Courts-Consolidation"

Act provides by Chapter 221, sections 62B and 62C that certain

clerks and assistant clerks shall be:

MAGISTRATES IN THE TRIAL COURT
with additional powers to:

a. grant continuances agreed upon;

b. hear and rule on non-evidentiary motions;

c. call pre-trial conferences;

d. mediate actions under Chapter 218, section 22;

e. receive citations and hear complaints;

f. receive petitions and review orders under Chapter 140, section

157 (dog cases);

g. hold prehminary hearings on probation violations.

These powers are subject to court rules promulgated by the Ad-
ministrative Justice and approved by the Supreme Judicial Court. At
this writing, rules have yet to be implemented and we cannot deter-

mine how effective these provisions will prove to be.

S. Remand Cases — $7,500

By amendment to G.L. Chapter 231, sections 102C and 104 it is

now provided that cases in which there is no reasonable Hkelihood

that the recovery will exceed $7,500 must first be tried, without jury,

in the District Court Department and be summoned there for trial if

entered in the Superior Court Department. The right to a re-transfer

and jury trial is preserved.

T. Special Studies Mandated by Chapter 478

of the Acts of 1978

1. Probation

A Legislative Committee on the Probation System is required to

report to the legislature at the end of December, 1979.
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2. Jurisdictional Lines

A Legislative Committee to redraw jurisdictional lines of District

and Probate Courts is to report to the House of Representatives by

June 30, 1979.

3. Court Fees

The Supreme Judicial Court is to file a report by June 30, 1979

with the House and Senate covering:

a. present structure of fees charged with total receipts in each cate-

gory, the grand total, and the disposition of such funds;

b. present standards of indigency by which a decision to waive fees

is reached, together with the amount of fees so waived;

c. fee structure in other states;

d. new fee schedule to more nearly reflect the actual cost of serv-

ice, and the charges made for similar services elsewhere.

Revision is long overdue. A divorce action may be entered in the

Probate and Family Court for $35.00 and the Superior Court for

$5.00.

4. Committee on Criminal Justice

Under G.L. Chapter 6, section 156, the Committee on Criminal

Justice, which includes one representative of the Judicial Council is

required to meet at least four times each year.

The purpose of this committee, according to the statute is

to advise the governor on all phases of the adult and juvenile systems

of law enforcement and criminal justice in the commonwealth; develop

and revise a comprehensive law enforcement and criminal justice

plan. . . . etc.

While this committee has been used in the past to allocate LEAA
grants, (as it is required to do under the statute) we do not know of

any recent developments in the area of a "comprehensive criminal

justice plan."

U. The Appeals Court

Chapter 21 1A of the General Laws estabhshed an intermediate ap-

pellate court for the Commonwealth. The legislation was intended to

help reduce the backlog of cases facing the Supreme Judicial Court
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of Massachusetts. Since the estabUshment of the Appeals Court in

1972, however, the number of appellate entries has skyrocketed.

During the court year ending August 31, 1972, which was the last

full court year before the Appeals Court began to function, there

were 421 appellate entries in the Supreme Judicial Court.

During the court year which ended August 31, 1978, the total

number of direct appellate entries in the Appeals Court and the

Supreme Judicial Court, combined, was 1,211.

It appears that while the total appellate case load has tripled, the

total number of appellate judges (from seven in 1972 to the present

seventeen) has not.

In an attempt to reheve the appellate backlog, Chapter 478, Sec-

tion 104, of the Statutes of 1978 was enacted. That legislation

authorized the appointment of four additional justices sorely needed

by the Appeals Court. It is hoped that these additional justices will

help ease the pressure on the Appeals Court, assuring quality judicial

review to the citizens of the Commonwealth.

The addition of four new justices is, however, only a stop-gap

solution. The increase in the number of cases reaching both the Ap-

peals Court and the Supreme Judicial Court shows no sign of

abating. The greatest unknown quantity affecting the backlog is the

number of appeals which will result from convictions by juries-of-six,

by reason of the provisions of Chapter 218, Section 27A(g) of the

General Laws. A further expansion of the Appeals Court may be

necessary in the not distant future.

Even with the new juries-of-six, which should reduce the number

of appeals to the Superior Court Department, the Superior Court still

will carry a heavy burden. The civil side of the court is in special need

of assistance. The appointment of ten additional Superior Court

justices as authorized by Chapter 478, Section 116, of the Statutes of

1978 should help to halt the increase in the backlog of civil cases. It

does appear, however, that for most of our plaintiff citizens the wait

before the court will be all too long. A further increase in the number

of Superior Court justices is necessary if the Superior Court Depart-

ment is ever to run efficiently and the huge court backlog be reduced.
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II. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION COVERAGE —
ALTERNATIVE SENTENCING

A. Limiting Liability for Injuries or Death of

Participants In Lieu of Sentencing

SENATE .... (1978) . . . . No. 708

An Act limiting the liability for personal injuries or death

suffered by a defendant v.ille participating in a program

in lieu of a sentence for certain violations of law.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General

Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Chapter 276 of the General Laws is hereby amended by

2 adding the following section: —
3 Section 104. Any person, whether a juvenile or an adult, or

4 the legal representative of such person who is charged as a de-

5 fendant with an offense or offenses against the commonwealth

6 may, if permitted by the court having jurisdiction of such of-

7 fense or offenses, consent to being placed on probation, with a

8 stay of proceedings, a continuance without a finding or, after

9 a finding by the court, a condition of which probation being

10 that said defendant performs certain work or participates in

11 certain community services for a stated period of time, either

12 by a special order of the court having said jurisdiction or un-

13 der the provisions of chapter two hundred and seventy-six A.

14 Said defendant shall, while engaged in such performance or

15 participation, be considered an ''employee" of the common-
16 wealth, as defined in section one of the chapter one hundred and

17 fifty-two, and entitled to all the benefits of said chapter, and

18 shall be entitled to compensation thereunder. In the event

19 that a defendant suffers personal injury or death arising out

20 of or in the course of said performance or said participation,

21 the employer or the community service organization for whom
22 or for which said defendant so worked or so participated, shall

23 be required to provide the attorney general's office and the di-

24 vision of industrial accidents the information required as to

25 each such defendant under the provisions of said chapter one

26 hundred and fifty-two. Said defendant shall, at the time of his
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27 initial consent, waive in writing any and all rights of action

28 based on claims for personal injury or death arising out of or

29 in the course of said employment or participation, except his

30 said rights under said chapter one hundred and fifty-two

31 granted herein, against the court which granted said probation,

32 the officers and personnel supervising said probation, and the

33 employer or community service organization for whom or for

34 which said defendant so worked or so participated.

We recommend Senate No. 708.*

1. Definition of Employee

As provided by General Laws Chapter 152, Section 25A, every

employer (except cases of work done for owners of residential dwell-

ings with less than three apartments) must provide medical expense

and compensation protection (usually an insurance contract) for

every employee. Some other exceptions are made which are not rele-

vant here.

The term "employee" is defined in General Laws Chapter 152,

Section 1(4) and covers every person in the service of another under

any contract of hire, express or implied, oral or written.

Under General Laws Chapter 152, Section 26 certain persons may
be conclusively presumed to be the employees of another under given

circumstances.

When a person in the service of another is injured, there is sound

reason for the "master" to be concerned if workmen's compensation

insurance or equivalent protection under General Laws Chapter 152,

Section 25A has not been provided. This concern would lead many to

obtain the insurance, but the legal question of employee status may
still be unresolved.

The premium payable by the employer on workmen's compensa-

tion coverage is based on several factors among which is the total

payroll, the hazards of the job, and the loss experience of the

employer.

This statutory protection is one of the many high costs of doing

business.

2. Contract of Hire

In 1940, in the George Scordis Case, 305 Mass. 94, it was held that

a welfare recipient who performed services on an ash truck of the

City of Woburn was not covered by the Woburn workmen's compen-

Similar legislation has been filed for the 1979 session of the General Court as House No. 1396.
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sation policy when he broke his leg on a job related accident.

The court found that Scordis was not an employee because the

service was not voluntary on the part of Scordis and that the arrange-

ment was by virtue of an obhgation placed on the employer city by

legislative mandate rather than under a contract of hire, "express or

imphed, oral or written."

It was argued that Scordis was under the "direction and control"

of the employer, but this was not held sufficient to warrant the find-

ing of a contract for hire.

A similar situation was found in Greene's Case, 280 Mass. 506

(1932) where a prisoner in the Charles Street Jail, assigned to work

on a sewer did not entitle him to workmen's compensation as there

was no contract of hire, "express or implied, oral or written."

3. Existing Work Release Programs

Under General Laws Chapter 127, Section 86F, County Sheriffs

may establish "work release" programs under which inmates (except

sex offenders) may be released "for the purpose of working at gain-

ful employment" under controlled conditions.

The "take home pay" of such inmates is delivered to the sheriff

who deducts the costs of county support, any court ordered family

support and any family allotments or agreed deductions.

Employers who are wiUing to take on such persons in a work

release program would Hkely be held to be employers as defined in

Chapter 152. The reasoning of the Scordis case may not now be per-

suasive. In any event, the relationship between the participant in the

work release program and his "employer" is one where there seems

to be a contract of hire, freely entered into, and the inmate is subject

to the direction and control of his "employer."

4. Rehabilitation to be Encouraged

Programs such as "Work Release" have always been encouraged

by the Judicial Council and by citizens of the Commonwealth who
are wilHng to accept inmates of the county correction system as

workers deserving reasonable additional consideration from the

Commonwealth.
At this juncture, it would appear that such employers would be

greatly concerned with the necessity for and the cost of workmen's

compensation insurance. Some may be reluctant to participate in the
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work release program because of costs, problems, or uncertainties

with respect to coverage under General Laws Chapter 152.

Under present law it would be difficult to find that a prisoner in a

work release program, paid by a private employer, and probably hav-

ing made a "contract of hire" with the private employer could ever

make a successful workmen's compensation claim against the Com-
monwealth. The prisoner has no "contract of hire" with the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts or the county under any reasonably

foreseeable circumstances.

5. "Community Service"

This bill does not cover "Work Release" under General Laws

Chapter 127, Section 86F, and perhaps it should, but it would confer

on all juvenile and adult offenders who are performing "certain com-

munity services", under some arrangement ordered by or approved

by the court, the status of an "employee" of the Commonwealth.

The bill anticipates that at least some of these services will be for a

private employer or a "community service organization". It is possi-

ble that the "employer" in some cases might be a city, town, county

or other agency of government.

If such persons are legally made employees of the Commonwealth
by an act of the General Court, we presume that the lack of a "con-

tract of hire" by the Commonwealth would be overcome.

It is obvious that the assumption of financial risk by the Com-
monwealth in such cases will result in a predictable additional cost to

the taxpayer. If, on the other hand, the constructive and

rehabilitative goal of "community service", as a sentencing alter-

native, can be achieved, the long term benefits to the Commonwealth

will exceed the costs, even though in some serious injury cases these

costs will be very high.
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III. SPECIAL GUARDIANSHIP

A. Problems of Elderly and Disabled Persons

B. Special
* 'Guardians"

C. Costs of Program

D. Recommendation

A. Problems of Elderly and Disabled Persons

SENATE .... (1978) . . . .No. 1504

An Act providing for the appointment of guardians of adults.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in

General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as

follows:

1 The General Laws are hereby amepded by striking out

2 chapter 201 and inserting in place thereof the following

3 chapter:

—

4 CHAPTER 201

5 GUARDIANS

6 Section 1. Probate court; power over appointment

7 a. The probate court may, if it appears necessary or con-

8 venient, appoint a guardian of a minor inhabitant of or resi-

9 dent in the county, or resident outside the commonwealth

10 having estate within the county.

11 b. The probate court may, if it is necessary, appoint a

12 guardian of an adult inhabitant of or resident in the county,

13 or resident outside the commonwealth having estate within

14 the county.

15 Section 2. Power of Attorney

16 a. The death, incapacity or other disability recognized

17 under the General Laws, of any principal who has executed

18 a power of attorney in writing shall not revoke or terminate

19 the agency as to the attorney in fact, agent or other person

20 who, without actual knowledge of the death, incapacity or
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21 other disability of the principal, shall act in good faith under

22 the power of attorney or agency. Any action so taken unless

23 otherwise invalid or unenforceable, shall bind the principal

24 and his heirs, devisees, and personal representatives. An
25 affidavit, executed by the attorney in fact or agent stating

26 that he did not have, at the time of doing an act pursuant to

27 the power of attorney, actual knowledge of the revocation or

28 termination of the power of attorney by death, incapacity or

29 other disability, and signed under the penalties of perjury,

30 shall, in the absence of fraud, be conclusive proof of the non-

31 revocation or nontermination of the power at that time. If the

32 exercise of power shall require execution and delivery of any

33 instrument which is recordable, the affidavit when authenti-

34 cated for record shall hkewise be recordable. This subsection

35 shall not be construed to alter or affect any provision for

36 revocation or termination contained in the power of attorney.

37 b. Whenever a principal designates his attorney in fact or

38 agent by a power of attorney in writing and the writing con-

39 tains the words "This power of attorney shall not be affected

40 by incapacity of the principal," or "This power of attorney

41 shall become effective upon the incapacity of the principal,"

42 or similar words showing the intent of the principal that the

43 authority conferred shall be exercisable notwithstanding the

44 principal's incapacity, the authority conferred shall be exer-

45 cisable on behalf of the principal as provided in the power of

46 attorney, notwithstanding later incapacity of the principal.

47 Notwithstanding the principal's later incapacity, the principal

48 may revoke or amend the power of attorney if the court has

49 not granted that power to a guardian under section 15.

50 GUARDIAN OF A MINOR

51 Section 3. Appointment

52 If a minor is under fourteen the probate court may nomi-

53 nate and appoint his guardian. If he is above the age he may
54 nominate his own guardian, who, if approved by the court,

55 shall be appointed accordingly. Such nomination may be made

56 before a justice of the peace, notary pubHc or city or town

57 clerk within the commonwealth who shall certify the fact to

58 the probate court. Upon the filing of a petition for the appoint-

59 ment of a guardian under this section, the court shall appoint
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60 a time and place for a hearing, and shall cause not less than

61 seven days' notice thereof to be given to the mother and

62 father of said minor, if hving, unless they have assented to

63 the filing of said petition; otherwise notice shall be given to

64 the nearest relatives of full age, and if there are no known
65 relatives within the commonwealth notice shall be given by

66 pubhcation as directed by the court. If the person nominated

67 is not approved by the court, or if the minor resides out of

68 the commonwealth, or if the minor after being cited neglects

69 to nominate a suitable person, the court may nominate and

70 appoint his guardian in the same manner as if he were under

71 fourteen. If the minor is married no guardian shall be ap-

72 pointed without such notice to the spouse as the court may
73 order. In the matter of said appointment and all subsequent

74 proceedings relating thereto, the United States veterans'

75 bureau or its successor shall be deemed to be a party in

76 interest and shall receive such notice as the court may order,

77 if the ward or proposed ward is entitled to any benefit, estate

78 or income paid or payable by or through said bureau or its

79 successor.

80 Section 4. Testamentary guardian

81 A father or mother may by will appoint a guardian for a

82 minor child, whether born at the time of making the will or

83 afterward, to continue during minority or for a less time,

84 effective when the guardian accepts appointment by filing his

85 bond in acceptable form except that if a guardian has already

86 been appointed, whether testamentary or otherwise, a later

87 testamentary appointment shall become effective only when

88 approved by the court. A testamentary guardian appointed

89 by will of a parent shall have the same powers and perform

90 the same duties relative to the property of the ward, and, if

91 the other parent is not living, relative to the person of the

92 ward, as a guardian appointed under section two. If apphca-

93 tion is made to the probate court for approval of the appoint-

94 ment of a testamentary guardian after the appointment of a

95 guardian, whether testamentary or otherwise, has become

96 effective, notice of such application shall be given to such

97 previous guardian, and thereafter the court may remove such

98 previous guardian and approve the appointment in his place

99 of the person applying for approval of appointment as testa-
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100 mentary guardian or it may appoint any other suitable person,

101 or it may approve the appointment of the person making such

102 appHcation to serve as guardian with the guardian already in

103 office.

104 Section 5. Powers

105 The guardian of a minor unless sooner discharged according

106 to law shall continue in office until the minor attains the age

107 of eighteen years and shall have the care and management of

108 his estate.

109 Section 6. Custody and Education of Minor, Effect of

110 Marriage

111 The guardian of a minor shall have the custody of his

112 person and the care of his education, except that the parents

113 of the minor, jointly, or the surviving parent shall have such

114 custody and said care unless the court otherwise orders. The

115 probate court may, upon the written consent of the parents

116 or surviving parent, order that the guardian shall have such

117 custody; and may so order if, upon a hearing and after such

118 notice to the parents or surviving parent as it may order, it

119 finds such parents, jointly, or the surviving parent, unfit to

120 have such custody; or if it finds one of them unfit therefor

121 and the other files in court his or her written consent to such

122 order. The marriage of a minor shall deprive the guardian of

123 all right to custody and education, but not of the care and

124 possession of the minor's property. If a corporation is ap-

125 pointed guardian of a minor, the court may, subject to the

126 right of his parents, or of the spouse of a married minor, as

127 provided in this section, award the custody to some suitable

128 person.

129 Section 7. Temporary Guardian of a Minor; Powers

130 and Duties

131 Upon the petition of a mayor or the selectmen, the depart-

132 ment of public welfare, the department of mental health, or

133 other person in interest, the court may, if it finds that the

134 welfare of a minor requires the immediate appointment of a

135 temporary guardian of his person and estate, appoint a

136 temporary guardian of such minor, with or without notice.
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137 and may in like manner remove or discharge him or terminate

138 the trust. A temporary guardian of a minor shall, until other-

139 wise ordered, or until his removal or the appointment of a

140 permanent guardian, have the same powers and duties relative

141 to the person and estate of the ward as permanent guardians

142 and may be decreed the custody of the person of a minor, if

143 the court finds the parent or parents unfit therefor or if it

144 finds one of them unfit therefor and the other consents to such

145 custody by the temporary guardian or if a temporary guardian

146 is serving or appointed to serve in place of a temporary

147 guardian removed. If such temporary guardian of a minor is

148 appointed pending proceedings for an order for custody under

149 section six or for the removal of a guardian of a minor, he

150 shall have the sole custody and control of the ward during

151 the pendency of such proceedings. Upon the termination of

152 his powers, a temporary guardian shall deliver to the guardian

153 or such person as is otherwise lawfully authorized to receive

154 it the estate of the ward in his hands. A guardian may be

155 admitted to prosecute an action commenced by a temporary

156 guardian.

1 57 GUARDIAN OF AN ADULT
158 Section 8. Definitions; Clarificaton

159 a. "Incapacity" means a condition in which an adult faces

160 significant harm to person or property because the adult bases

161 decisions on delusions or hallucinations, is unable to make
162 or implement decisions, or is unable to comprehend a decision's

163 effect.

164 b. "Resource Person" means a person appointed pursuant

165 to section 11.

166 c. The legal disability of an adult ward shall extend only

167 as far as the court, under section 15, has empowered a

168 guardian to act for the ward.

169 Section 9. Petition for Appointment

170 a. A proposed ward, a governmental agency, a non-profit

171 corporation, or an adult, concerned for the proposed ward's

172 welfare, may petition the probate court to appoint a guardian.

173 b. The petition shall state:

174 (1) The name and address of the petitioner and the peti-

175 tioner's relationship to the proposed ward's;
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176 (2) The name, age and address of the proposed ward;

177 (3) The name and address of the proposed guardian, if any;

178 (4) The name and address of any person, agency, or

179 corporation known to assist the proposed ward on a

180 frequent or routine basis;

181 (5) A summary of the facts which support the allegation

182 of the proposed ward's incapacity; and

183 (6) Requests for specific powers necessary to enable the

184 guardian to alleviate or ehminate the significant harm

185 caused by the incapacity.

186 c. Upon receipt of the petition, the court shall appoint a

187 resource person and schedule the proposed ward's guardian-

188 ship hearing.

189 Section 10. Notice

190 a. As soon as possible after the petition is filed, but at least

191 fourteen days before the guardianship hearing, the court shall

192 order served in person upon the proposed ward a copy of the

193 petition and notice stating:

194 (1) The date, time, and place of the proposed ward's

195 guardianship hearing;

196 (2) The name, position, employer, and phone number of

197 the resource person; and

198 (3) The following statement:

199 "At a guardianship hearing the probate court decides

200 whether you need help managing your property or

201 caring for yourself. If the court finds that you do need

202 help, it will appoint a guardian for you. After your

203 guardianship hearing on {date of hearing), the court

204 will state whether decisions that you now make for

205 yourself should be made by your guardian. For

206 example, your guardian (not you) may be given power

207 to decide where you should live: whether in your cur-

208 rent home, at a nursing home, or hospital. Decisions

209 concerning your medical treatment may be made by

210 your guardian. Your financial decisions may be made

211 by the guardian, a guardian might even make your

212 monthly budget if it seemed necessary. It is therefore

213 very important that you attend the guardianship

214 hearing.

215 The person named below was appointed by the court.
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216 {Resource person's name) will soon be contacting you
217 to discuss whether it is necessary to appoint a guardian.

218 It is that person's job to help you remain as inde-

219 pendent as possible, but if he or she thinks you cannot

220 manage yourself, this will be reported to the court and

221 may influence the court to appoint a guardian for you.

222 You have a right to attend the guardianship hearing

223 and to oppose the appointment of a guardian. You
224 also have a right to be represented by an attorney.

225 If you do not know an attorney to contact, or cannot

226 afford to pay an attorney's fee, {Resource Person)

227 will help you get an attorney.

228 Section 11. The Resource Person

229 a. Upon receipt of the petition, the court shall appoint a

230 resource person. The resource person may be an employee of

231 a social service agency, a family service officer of the court,

232 or any quahfied and disinterested person. The resource

233 person shall have knowledge of support services and other

234 pubhc and private resources available to the proposed ward,

235 and the ability to advise the court how these resources may
236 alleviate or eliminate the harm faced by the proposed ward

237 and the proposed ward's need for a guardian.

238 b. The resource person shall first contact the proposed ward

239 to explain the role of resource person and to arrange an inter-

240 view with the proposed ward, preferably at the proposed

241 ward's residence. The resource person shall interview the

242 proposed ward, the petitioner, the proposed guardian, and

243 relatives, friends and agency personnel who are familiar with

244 the proposed ward's needs.

245 c. The resource person shall help the proposed ward appre-

246 ciate the importance of obtaining legal counsel. If the pro-

247 posed ward does not have counsel, the resource person shall

248 inform the proposed ward of legal assistance and referral

249 programs sponsored by the private bar and by the govern-

250 ment, and of the panel of attorneys maintained pursuant to

251 section 12. The resource person shall offer to make an appro-

252 priate referral, and shall do so as soon as requested.

253 d. Not less than seven days before the guardianship hear-

254 ing, the resource person shall file with the court and parties
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255 a written report. The report shall contain a list of the names

256 and addresses of all persons contacted by the resource person

257 during the investigation of the proposed ward, and a Hst of

258 all available programs and services which would alleviate or

259 eliminate the significant harm faced by the proposed ward.

260 The report shall evaluate the available alternative plans and

261 describe in detail the plan which least restricts the ward's

262 rights and hberties. The report shall include all facts observed

263 by the resource person indicating that the proposed ward

264 faces significant harm, and all facts indicating the ability or

265 inabihty of the ward to make decisions. The report shall

266 identify or include all relevant other medical, psychological,

267 social and educational reports relating to alternative and

268 plans, the harm faced by the ward and the ability of the ward

269 to make decisions.

270 e. The resource person shall be present at the hearing and

271 available for cross-examination.

272 Section 12. The Court-Nominated Attorney

273 a. The Chief Judge of the Probate Court shall, with the

274 advice of state and local bar associations, maintain county-

275 wide panels of attorneys wilhng to be nominated pursuant to

276 this section. When the court nominates an attorney from a

277 panel it shall be by rotation.

278 b. If the court nominates an attorney from the panel the

279 county shall pay the attorney $25 and the attorney shall

280 explain the petition and its possible consequences to the pro-

281 posed ward, advise the proposed ward of procedural rights,

282 and assist the proposed ward in deciding what to do next.

283 If the proposed ward desires, after meeting with the court-

284 nominated attorney, the court-nominated attorney may repre-

285 sent the proposed ward for a fee which is reasonable under

286 the circumstances, including the proposed ward's inability to

287 pay. The court shall review the attorney's bill and, if it finds

288 the sum reasonable, allow it to be paid by the proposed ward;

289 but if the proposed ward cannot afford to pay the full fee, the

290 court shall order the balance paid by the county. The court

291 may at any time appoint an attorney for a proposed ward or

292 ward.
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293 Section 13. The Guardianship Hearing

294 The petitioner has the burden of proving that the proposed

295 ward has an incapacity, and that among the proposed alterna-

296 tives, a grant of the requested guardianship powers will

297 alleviate or eliminate the significant harm caused by the in-

298 capacity and will be least restrictive of the proposed ward's

299 rights and liberties. The petitioner shall also prove that the

300 proposed guardian is qualified as specified in section 16.

301 Section 14. Written Findings

302 a. Applying the standard of clear and convincing evidence

303 the court shall make specific written findings of the nature

304 and extent of the proposed ward's incapacity, and of available

305 programs, services and guardianship orders which would

306 alleviate or eliminate the significant harm caused by the in-

307 capacity, and of the degree restriction imposed upon the pro-

308 posed ward's rights and liberties by the available programs,

309 services and guardianship orders.

310 b. The court shall make written findings regarding the

311 quahfications as set out in section 16, of the proposed guardian

312 to perform the duties of a guardian.

313 Section 15. Appointments and Powers of a Guardian

314 a. If the court finds, by clear and convincing evidence, that

315 the proposed ward has an incapacity and that, among the

316 proposed alternatives the appointment of a guardian will best

317 alleviate or ehminate significant harm caused by the in-

318 capacity and is least restrictive of the proposed ward's rights

319 and liberties, the court shall appoint a guardian.

320 b. The court shall limit the powers of a guardian to those

321 necessary to enable the guardian to alleviate or ehminate the

322 harm caused by the incapacity, and to those which are least

323 restrictive of the proposed ward's rights and liberties.

324 c. A guardian may not admit or commit a ward to mental

325 health or retardation facility, or to a nursing home or other

236 chronic care facility, or authorize sterilization or abortion,

327 unless specifically empowered by the court.
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328 d. The court shall state the purposes for which the

329 guardian's powers may be apphed. This information shall

330 appear on the guardian's letters of appointment.

331 e. The guardian shall give the bond described in section one

332 of chapter two hundred and five.

333 Section 16. Who May be Appointed Guardian

334 a. Any competent person or non-profit corporation may be

335 appointed guardian. Any bank so authorized by its charter

336 may be appointed guardian with powers only over the

337 property of the incapacitated ward. However, the court shall

338 appoint as guardian only a person or organization that has

339 life experience or qualifications indicating it will competently

340 perform the duties of guardian, and that does not have any

341 interest, responsibilities or powers which would render it

342 unable to perform the duties of guardian in the best interest

343 of the ward.

344 b. Whenever a non-profit corporation or a bank is ap-

345 pointed guardian there shall be one individual employee

346 designated as an agent by the guardian with authority to

347 fulfill the duties of guardian. The name of such individual

348 shall be given to the court at the time of the appointment of

349 the guardian, and as soon as possible after any subsequent

350 change in the identity of the agent of the guardian.

351 Section 17. Compensation; Liability of Guardian

352 a. A guardian is entitled to reasonable compensation for

353 his services. As part of its annual review of the guardianship

354 under section 18 the court shall determine a reasonable fee

355 under the circumstances, including the ward's inability to

356 pay. If the ward cannot afford to pay the full fee, the court

357 shall order the balance paid by the county.

358 b. Unless otherwise provided in the contract, on a contract

359 properly entered into in the guardian's fiduciary capacity, a

360 guardian shall be individually liable only if the letters of

361 appointment are not presented and the ward identified in the

362 contract.

363 c. A guardian shall be individually liable for obligations or

364 torts arising in the course of the guardianship only if the

365 guardian is at fault.
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366 d. The guardian shall observe the standards in deahng with

367 the property of the ward that would be observed by a prudent

368 person dealing with of his own property; and if the guardian

369 has special skills or is named guardian on the basis of repre-

370 sentations of special skills or expertise, the guardian is under

371 a duty to use those skills or expertise.

372 e. The guardian shall observe the standard of due care in

373 the fulfillment of personal obhgations; and if the guardian

374 has special skills or is named guardian on the basis of repre-

375 sentations of special skills or expertise, the guardian is under

376 a duty to use those skills or expertise.

377 Section 18. Annual Review of the Guardianship

378 a. Within six months of the guardian's appointment and

379 annually thereafter, the guardian shall file a report for review

380 by the court or, at the court's discretion, by a resource person.

381 The report shall state:

382 (1) The ward's place of residence;

383 (2) A summary of actions taken by the guardian since the

384 last report;

385 (3) The guardian's opinion as to whether the ward needs

386 the guardianship to continue unchanged, or whether

387 the guardian's power should be altered;

388 (4) The guardian's record of expenses incurred in service

389 to the ward; and

390 (5) The guardian's request, if any, for reasonable compen-

391 sation.

392 b. The ward and upon request a person, corporation or

393 agency entitled to notice under section 10(b), shall be

394 delivered a copy of the guardian's report.

395 c. After the court satisfies itself that the guardian's report

396 is complete, it shall consider a request by the guardian for

397 reasonable compensation.

398 d. If a required report is not filed, the court may appoint a

399 resource person to report on the guardian's activities on

400 behalf of the ward.

401 e. A guardian or conservator appointed prior to the effect-

402 tive date of this act shall within two years commence filing

403 reports under this section.
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404 Section 19. Alteration in a Guardian's powers; Removal

405 and Resignation of a Guardian

406 a. Upon motion of an eligible petition under section 9, or

407 on its own motion and after notice to the persons, corpora-

408 tions, and agencies entitled to notice under section 10, the

409 court may:

410 (1) Order hmitations on powers granted the guardian

411 under section 15;

412 (2) Terminate the guardianship, remove the guardian and

413 appoint a successor, or accept the guardian's resignation

414 and appoint a successor; and

415 (3) Rule whether a proposed action is within the powers

416 granted the guardian under section 15.

417 b. Before ruHng on a motion under subsection a, the court

418 may appoint a resource person to report in writing to the

419 court.

420 c. Upon motion of an eligible petitioner under section 9, the

421 court may, after following the procedures prescribed for the

422 appointment of a guardian, extend the guardian's powers.

423 Section 20. Emergency Appointment of a Guardian; Powers

424 a. The petitioner under section 9 may request emergency

425 appointment of the guardian. In addition to the requirements

426 of section 9, the petitioner shall support the request under this

427 section by presenting under oath to the court facts which

428 show:

429 (1) That the proposed ward has an incapacity;

430 (2) That due to the incapacity the proposed ward faces

431 immediate risk of irreparable and serious financial loss

432 or serious personal harm; and

433 (3) That good faith efforts were made to contact the per-

434 son, agencies, and corporations entitled to notice under

435 section 10.

436 b. If the court finds reasonable cause to beHeve that the

437 proposed ward has an incapacity, and that, due to the in-

438 capacity, the proposed ward faces immediate risk of irrepar-

439 able and serious financial loss or serious personal harm, the

440 court may appoint an emergency guardian to serve up to

441 seven days. The court shall limit the emergency guardian's

442 powers to those powers necessary to meet the emergency.
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443 c. Within seven days of the appointment of an emergency

444 guardian under subsection b, and after notice to the persons,

445 agencies and corporations entitled to notice under section 10,

446 the court shall hold a hearing confined to the issue of the

447 need for continuing the emergency guardianship. If the court

448 finds clear and convincing evidence that the proposed ward

449 has an incapacity, and that due to the incapacity, the proposed

450 ward faces immediate risk of irreparable and serious financial

451 loss or serious personal harm, the court may appoint an emer-

452 gency guardian to serve pending a decision on the petition

453 filed under section 9. The court shall limit the emergency

454 guardian's powers to those powers necessary to meet the

455 emergency.

We cannot recommend Senate No. 1504*

A. Problems of Elderly and Disabled Persons

This bill would strike out Chapter 201 of the General Laws and

substitute a new chapter on "Guardians", which term would cover

guardians for the mentally ill, minors, mentally retarded persons and

spendthrifts. Conservators of those of advanced age or weakness are

also covered.

It appears that the proponents do not object to the present Chapter

201, but a desire to allow isolated elderly and disabled persons, and

some retarded persons, to have a hmited form of guardianship which

would permit such persons to retain their independence as far as

possible.

It is asserted that the most immediate need of such persons is to

have a "guardian" available to preserve their assets and to make
legal decisions and give legal consents for medical treatment.

Obviously, a conservator or guardian appointed by the court may
now preserve the assets, make legal decisions and give necessary con-

sents.

It is suggested that in the case of low and moderate income elderly

and disabled persons, citizens are hesitating to act as guardians or

conservators because "their responsibility is extensive and their

hability unclear."

Similar legislation has been filed for the 1979 session of the General Court as Senate No. 840.
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The guardian would be compensated reasonably. It is apparent at

the outset that elderly isolated persons who have few friends or

relatives, would probably be compensated from public funds in most

cases.

In contrast, the habihty of the guardian is such that there would be

no individual hability. The guardian would be Hable in tort only if

*'at fault."

We beheve there are also many citizens who would be better pro-

tected under the existing Chapter 201, principally because the legal

responsibility of guardians and conservators is so abundantly clear

from the decisions of the courts and the mandate of the statutes.

Many persons under guardianship or conservatorship have substan-

tial estates that need stringent protection from those incapable of

resisting impulses to assert dominion over property belonging to

someone in an incapacitated status. The bill is drafted without regard

to the proven prochvities of mankind for overreaching.

We concur to the desire to give all possible assistance to elderly and

disabled persons of low income and existing in
*

'isolation," but the

wholesale rejection of Chapter 201 is not a step in the right direction

and we oppose it.

B. Special "Guardians"

The proponents of this bill plead an excellent case of a "Special"

kind of guardian for the neglected elderly or other disabled or weak

person.

a. The need for a special guardian would first be demonstrated

by a licensed social worker or other competent "resource

person" who would make a written report after investigation.

b. The court would provide an independent legal counsel for the

affected person.

c. A judicial hearing would be held after which the court would

make written findings as to the incapacity, the scope of the

restriction on the ward, and the services or "program" to

which the ward should be directed.

d. The court would reserve for itself decisions to commit the ward

to a nursing home, mental health facility, or other facility or

authorizing sterilization or abortion.

The proposal is that a "non-profit corporation" could be ap-

pointed guardian if it or its agent has "life experience or qualifica-

tions" indicating it will perform well.
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There would be periodic reports, accounts and reviews of the

guardian's stewardship.

Senate No. 1635 does not successfully establish a workable pro-

cedure for this kind of special guardian and should not, in its present

form, be enacted even as a "Special" additional part of Chapter 201

with a limited purpose.

If a precedent is sought for this kind of special guardianship, one

might review the comprehensive North Carolina Statute. Section

35-1.6 to 35-1.39 was added in 1977 to cover "Guardianship of In-

competent Adults" or special or limited guardians. The North

CaroHna legislature did not eliminate the traditional guardianship

but added a special procedure for mentally retarded, epileptic,

cerebral palsied or autistic persons, and certain others.

The California legislature has provided a special guardianship pro-

cedure in many ways similar to that suggested by Senate No. 1504,

but this is a very limited situation for a Hmited time.

Some aspects of special guardianship are found in the Nevada

statute, but there, as in most jurisdictions, the statute provides for

the immediate appointment of temporary guardians or conservators

as the need arises.

C. Costs of Program

The proposal of Senate No. 1504 would require a "tailor-made"

guardianship for each person. The judge would, in every case, be re-

quired to conduct an extensive hearing and make an extensive report

in each petition. The court would be required to make decisions as to

nursing homes and engage in the very important work of the social

service agencies.

At present there are no personnel or funds with which such a pro-

gram could be carried out. The court would necessarily depend great-

ly on its staff for much of the background review and preparation of

the case. There would be need for ongoing supervision.

All these very necessary additional duties would divert the judge

from his judicial function and saddle the existing staff with more

work than it could reasonably perform. We note that much of this

supervisory work might require investigatory and social service ac-

tivities outside the courthouse.

If each affected person was given legal counsel, this cost would

have to be borne by the public.

It was the consensus of the Judicial Conference of Probate Judges
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on May 2, 1978 that this bill does have a care objective - to aid the

isolated and low income elderly - which is desirable.

Neither the Judicial Council nor the Office of the Chief Justice of

the Probate Courts was able to make a rehable appraisal of the costs

involved in this program. The estimations furnished by certain pro-

ponents lacked supporting data.

D. Recommendation

If a proposal such as this is carefully re-drafted as an alternative

procedure to existing guardianship and conservatorship statutes, and

if by Federal Funding under Title XX of the Social Security Act and

Title III of the Older Americans Act, and other Federal Sources,

there is permanent financing available, it is conceivable that some

form of limited or special guardianship could be estabhshed. The

provisions of Senate No. 1504 should be the model for such a pro-

posal.
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IV. CONSUMER PROTECTION

A. Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies

B. Unfair or Deceptive Insurance Practices

C. Enforcement by District Attorneys

D. Additional Definition in Class Actions

E. Findings of the Federal Trade Commission

F. Action by Attorney General in Federal Trade Commission Cases

G. Costs and Attorney's Fees for the Commonwealth

H. Contempts

I. "Willful and Continuous" Violations

J. Action Without Proof of Loss of Money or Property

K. Expansion of Special Statutory Class Actions Under Chapter 93A

L. Class Actions Procedures or Deceptive "Methods"

M. Attorney's Fees in Class Actions where no Money or Property

Damages are Involved

A. Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies

HOUSE .... (1978) . . . .No. 4985

An Act repealing the law relative to eliminating the procedure for

removing certain consumer protections cases to regulatory agencies.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in

General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, asfollows:

1 Section 9 of chapter 93A of the General Laws, as most recently

2 amended by chapter 939 of the acts of 1973, is hereby further

3 amended by striking out paragraph (7).

We do not recommend House No. 4985.

Paragraph (7) of Section 9 of Chapter 93A as amended by Chapter

939 of the Acts of 1973 now reads as follows:

(7) The court may upon motion by the respondent before the time for

answering and after a hearing suspend proceedings brought under this sec-
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tion to permit the respondent to initiate action in which the petitioner shall

be named a party before any appropriate regulatory board or officer pro-

viding adjudicatory hearings to complainants if the respondent's evidence

indicates that:

(fl) there is a substantial likelihood that final action by the court

favorable to the petitioner would require of the respondent conduct or

practices that would disrupt or be inconsistent with a regulatory scheme

that regulates or covers the actions or transactions complained of by the

petitioner established and administered under law by any state or federal

regulatory board or officer acting under statutory authority of the com-

monwealth or of the United States; or

(b) that said regulatory board or officer has a substantial interest in

reviewing said transactions or actions prior to judicial action under this

chapter and that the said regulatory board or officer has the power to pro-

vide substantially the relief sought by the petitioner and the class, if any,

which the petitioner represents, under this section.

Upon suspending proceedings under this section, the court may enter any

interlocutory or temporary orders it deems necessary and proper pending

final action by the regulatory board or officer and trial, if any, in the court,

including issuance of injunctions, certification of a class, and orders con-

cerning the presentation of the matter to the regulatory board or officer.

The court shall issue appropriate interlocutory orders, decrees and injunc-

tions to preserve the status quo between the parties pending final action by

the regulatory board or officer and trial and shall stay all proceedings in

any court or before any regulatory board or officer in which petitioner and

respondent are necessarily involved. The court may issue further orders, in-

junctions or other relief while the matter is before the regulatory board or

officer and shall terminate the suspension and bring the matter forward for

trial if it finds (a) that proceedings before the regulatory board or officer

are unreasonably delayed or otherwise unreasonably prejudicial to the in-

terests of a party before the court, or (b) that the regulatory board or of-

ficer has not taken final action within six months of the beginning of the

order suspending proceedings under this chapter.

In the case of Gordon v. Hardware Mutual Casualty Co., 361

Mass. 582 (1972), Gordon, the plaintiff, had purchased automobile

insurance regularly from Hardware. When his coverage was renewed,

he was not given notice of an increase in cost. Gordon said this was

an unfair act or practice under Chapter 93A.

Gordon gave the required notice under Chapter 93A, Section 9(3).

No offer of settlement was made and Gordon brought suit to recover

damages (the excess cost of insurance). The insurance company

claimed that Gordon had not "exhausted his administrative

remedies."
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As the court pointed out, there is and was a compHcated rate

regulation procedure which Gordon might have followed to get back

his increased premium. The cost in time and effort in even pursuing

such a complicated procedure, and the fact that success was by no

means guaranteed, apparently led Gordon to sue under Chapter 93

A

instead.

The court decided that Gordon should have exhausted his ad-

ministrative remedy before he resorted to the courts. The court said:

.... the (insurance) commissioner is given substantial power to regulate

the business of insurance. Exercise of his regulatory power may afford the

plaintiff (Gordon) some measure of relief (if he is entitled to any relief)

and, in any event, may affect the scope and character of any judicial relief

which may be given. Exhaustion of the possibilities of action by the com-

missioner should precede independent action in the courts to prevent the

alleged unfair act or practice."

New Discretionary Procedure

It is quite apparent that the General Court did not accept the

reasoning of the court in the Gordon case.

The provisions of Chapter 93A which was enacted in 1973 (Section

9(7)) overrode the decision of the Supreme Judicial Court and pro-

vided a new discretionary procedure in place of the time honored

"exhaustion of administrative remedy" rule.

Under existing law, the court may determine that administrative

action is first necessary or the court may decide that nothing useful

would be accomplished by such reference, or even that the ad-

ministrative action is mired in red tape or inaction.

We see no reason to repeal Section 9(7) of Chapter 93A. It is a

reasonable approach in consumer cases, and it should remain.

B. Unfair or Deceptive Insurance Practices

HOUSE. . . .(1978). . . .No. 5184

An Act enlarging civil remedies for consumer protection.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in

General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as

follows:
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1 Paragraph 1 of section 9 of chapter 93A, as most recently

2 amended by chapter 241 of the acts of 1971, is hereby further

3 amended by inserting after the word, "two", in line 7, the words:

—

4 or any person violating clause nine of section three of chapter one

5 hundred and seventy-six D.

We recommend House No. 5184.

General Laws Chapter 176D was revised and amended in 1972. In

Section 3 of this Chapter there is a specific definition of what con-

stitutes "Unfair Methods of Competition and Unfair or Deceptive

Acts and Practices" in the business of insurance.

Many of the prohibited practices defined in Chapter 176D are very

obviously within the scope of General Laws Chapter 93A, Section 2

which declares unlawful unfair methods of competition and unfair or

deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of any trade or commerce.

In 1977, the Supreme Judicial Court decided the case of Dodd v.

Commercial Union Ins. Co. , 1977 A.S. 1540, and held that the provi-

sions of General Laws Chapter 176D, which empower the Commis-

sioner of Insurance to act in matters relative to the insurance in-

dustry, do not preempt regulation of insurance matters in the con-

sumer protection field under the authority of General Laws Chapter

93A.

The Court said in the Dodd case that appropriate public officials

could act either under Chapter 176D or Chapter 93A to ehminate the

alleged practice (See: General Laws Chapter 176D, Section 3(9)) of

failing to pay personal injury claims within 30 days.

Consumer Actions

Private individuals can now bring actions under Chapter 93A

against insurers who allegedly are engaged in prohibited practices.

The proposed amendment would clarify for all concerned that an

action under Chapter 93A to enforce the rights of an individual to

obtain relief against an insurer for one or more of the prohibited

practices listed in Chapter 176D, Section 3 would be specifically

authorized by the General Court.

There will now be a clear mandate to include all such prohibited

practices under Chapter 93A while also allowing the insurance com-

missioner to deal with them as Chapter 176D provides.
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C. Enforcement by District Attorneys

SENATE .... (1978) . . . . No. 104

An Act further regulating business practices for consumer protection.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in

General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as

follows:

1 Section L Section 4 of chapter 93A as most recently

2 amended by chapter 544 of the acts of 1972 is hereby amended
3 by adding after the words "unlawful" in the first sentence the

4 words "and when ever a district attorney has reason to believe

5 that such person is using or is about to use any such method,

6 act or practice within his district,"

1 Section 2. The second paragraph of said section 4 of said

2 chapter 93A is hereby amended by adding after the words

3 "attorney general" in the first sentence the words "or the dis-

4 trict attorney."

1 Section 3. The third paragraph of said section 4 of said

2 chapter 93A is hereby amended by striking in the first line the

3 words "district attorney or" and by striking the period at the

4 end of the paragraph and inserting in place thereof "or the

5 district attorney".

1 Section 4. The fifth paragraph of said section 4 of said

2 chapter 93A is hereby amended by adding after the words
3 "attorney general" the words "or the district attorney".

1 Section 5. The first sentence of section 5 of said chapter

2 93A is hereby amended by adding after the words "the at-

3 torney general" the words "or the district attorney".

1 Section 6. The seventh sentence of section 5 of said chap-

2 ter 93A is hereby amended by adding after the words "at-

3 torney general" the words "or the district attorney".

1. Section 7. The last sentence of section 5 of said chapter

2 93A is hereby amended by striking the period and adding the

3 words "or any district attorney".
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1 Section 8. Section 6(1) of said chapter 93A is hereby

2 amended by adding after the word "chapter" in the first sen-

3 tence the following: — "and a district attorney, whenever he

4 believes a person has engaged in or is engaging in any such

5 method, act, or practice within his district."

1 Section 9. Section 6(1) of said chapter 93A is hereby

2 amended by striking the last sentence and inserting in place

3 thereof the following:

—

4 "such testimony and examination if conducted by the at-

5 torney general shall take place in the county where such person

6 resides or has a place of business or, if the person is a non-

7 resident or has no place of business within the commonwealth,

8 in Suffolk County.

9 If such testimony is taken or examination is conducted by a

10 district attorney it may take place in any of the places enu-

11 merated in the preceding sentence, or in the county within the

12 district attorney's district in which it appears, as set out in the

13 notice described in paragraph (2) and (4) of this section, that

14 the cause for such testimony or examination has arisen."

1 Section 10. Section 6(2) of said chapter 93A is hereby

2 amended by adding after the words "attorney general" the

3 words "or the district attorney."

1 Section 11. Section 6(4) of said chapter 93A is hereby

2 amended by adding after the words "attorney general's staff"

3 the words "or the district attorney's staff".

1 Section 12. Section 6(6) of said chapter 93A is hereby

2 amended by adding after the words "the attorney general" the

3 words "or the district attorney".

1 Section 13. The second paragraph of section 7 of said

2 chapter 93A is hereby amended by striking the first sentence

3 and inserting in place thereof the following:

—

4 "the attorney general or the district attorney may file in

5 the superior court of the county in which such person resides

6 or has his principal place of business, or of Suffolk County if

7 such person is a non resident or has no principal place of

8 business in the commonwealth or of the county where such

9 testimony or examination is to take place as set out in the

10 notice described in paragraph (2) and (4) of section 6 of this

11 chapter or any county adjoining thereto, and served upon such
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12 person, in the same manner as provided in section 6, a petition

13 for an order of such course for the enforcement of this section

14 and of section 6.

1 Section 14. Section 10 of said chapter 93A is hereby amend-

2 ed by striking the first paragraph and inserting in place there-

3 of the following:

—

4 "upon commencement of any action brought under section

5 9, the clerk of the court shall mail a copy of the bill in equity

6 to the attorney general and to the district attorney in whose

7 district the action is brought, and, upon entry of any judgment

8 or decree to the attorney or general the said district attorney

9 shall have standing to intervene as a party in such action."

We oppose Senate No. 104.

Under General Laws Chapter 93A, the Department of the At-

torney General is granted the power to:

(a) make rules and regulations relative to unfair methods of

competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the

conduct of any trade or commerce; and

(b) bring a court action, (or otherwise act) to stop any unfair

methods or practices in trade or commerce which are unlawful.

The Attorney General must determine that court action will be in

the public interest. Statements made by the Department of the At-

torney General have indicated that many situations are being re-

solved without action in court.

The role of the Attorney General is one of policy making and ac-

tion which is designed to protect the pubhc as a whole. While a

deceptive practice may be manifested in a single case or complaint,

and the resolution of one complaint may have far reaching benefits

to the public at large, the Attorney General cannot handle the

volume of individual cases which have arisen.

There is no doubt that attorneys for legal assistance projects and

agencies, and attorneys in private practice are making wider and

wider use of the new legal rights conferred by Chapter 93A. There

does not appear to be any lack of knowledge of consumer rights on

the part of the public and the office of the Attorney General is most

active and skillful in advancing the consumer protection cause.

We do not believe that there is a current need to assign consumer

protection litigation and investigations to the district attorney.

In the first place, the various district attorneys and their full-time
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assistants are only beginning to cope with the enormous caseload im-

posed upon them. With the new consohdation of courts still in the

testing phase, we are very reluctant to add new burdens to the pros-

ecutors.

Secondly, we envision the role of the Attorney General to be one in

which there is selective investigation and prosecution of those whose
consumer law offenses are of such potential magnitude as to affect

the entire Commonwealth.
The prosecutorial resources and budgets cannot be stretched too

thin. If the Attorney General curbs an abuse in Salem, it is unlikely

that the same business entity will attempt the same abuse in

Springfield. If such a thing should happen, it is better that the

management of consumer protection cases of concern to the entire

state be left to the Department of the Attorney General.

It would not be wise to allow differing or inconsistent consumer

policies to develop through the various offices of the district at-

torneys.

D. Additional Definitions in Class Actions

SENATE .... (1978) . . . .No. 121

An Act further regulating business practices for consumer

protection.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General

Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1. Section 1. Section 1 of chapter 93A of the General Laws
2 is hereby amended by adding after paragraph {d), added by

3 section 1 of chapter 814 of the acts of 1969, the following para-

4 graph: —
5 (e) "Notice" with reference to informing members of a

6 class of any matter in connection with a class action shall

7 mean taking such steps as may be reasonably required to in-

8 form members in ordinary course whether or not all members

9 actually come to know of it. Reasonable steps may, as the

10 circumstances of a particular case warrant, include one or

11 more of the following: —
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12 (1) publication, when individual notice is not possible be-

13 cause individual class members cannot be identified through

14 reasonable effort;

15 (2) mailing to individual members of a class;

16 (3) service under the Massachusetts Rules of Civil Pro-

17 cedure for commencing civil actions upon identifiable members
18 of a class numbering no more than twenty.

1 Section 2. Section 2 of said chapter 93A, added by section

2 1 of chapter 813 of the acts of 1967, is hereby amended by

3 adding after paragraph (c) the following paragraph: —
4 (d) Successful completion by the Federal Trade Commis-
5 sion of any action, the basis of which arose in the Common-
6 wealth, brought by it pursuant to the Federal Trade Commis-
7 sion Act (15 U.S.C. 45(a) (1), as from time to time amended,

8 shall constitute prima facie evidence of a violation of sub-

9 section 2 (a) of this chapter. For the purposes of this para-

10 graph "successful completion" shall be a finding of a viola-

11 tion of the Federal Trade Commission Act (15 U.S.C. 45(a)

12 (1)) or any regulation issued pursuant thereto, after all avail-

13 able appeals have been waived or exhausted.

1 Section 3. Paragraph 1 (c) of section 3 of said chapter

2 93A, as most recently amended by section 2 of chapter 814 of

3 the acts of 1969, is hereby amended by striking out said para-

4 graph and inserting in place thereof the following para-

5 graph: —
6 (c) transactions or actions of any person who shows that he

7 has had served upon him by the Federal Trade Commission
8 a complaint pursuant to a 16 U.S.C. 45(b) relating to said

9 transactions or actions until the Federal Trade Commission
10 has either: —
11 (1) dismissed said complaint,

12 (2) secured an assurance of voluntary compliance,

13 (3) issued a cease and desist order relating to said com-
14 plaint pursuant to 15 U.S.C. 45(b).

15 (4) failed to assert in writing to the Attorney General, with-

16 in fourteen days of notice to it and to said person by the At-

17 torney General, its objection to action proposed by him and
18 set forth in said notice or,

19 (5) asserted in writing to the Attorney General its objection
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20 to the proposed action, and ninety days have elapsed since the

21 date of said written objection.

1 Section 4. The first paragraph of section 4 of said chapter

2 93A, as most recently amended by chapter 544 of the Acts of

3 1972, is hereby further amended by adding the following sen-

4 tence: — In any action or proceeding brought under the pro-

5 visions of this chapter in which an act or practice in violation

6 of this chapter has been found, the Attorney General shall be

7 entitled to recover costs on behalf of the Commonwealth, and

8 reasonable attorney's fees, but such fees shall be recoverable

9 only if the use or employment of the art or practice was a will-

10 ful or knowing violation of section two or that the refusal to

11 grant rehef upon demand sent pursuant to this section was

12 made with knowledge or reason to know what the act or prac-

13 tice complained of violated said section two.

1 Section 5. The fourth paragraph of section 4 of said chap-

2 ter 93A, as most recently amended by section 3 of chapter 814

3 of the acts of 1969, is hereby further amended by striking out

4 said paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following

5 paragraph: —
6 Any person who violates the terms of an injunction or other

7 order issued under this section shall, in a subsequent proceed-

8 ing for contempt, forfeit and pay to the Commonwealth a civil

9 penalty of not more than ten thousand dollars for each viola-

10 tion in addition to, and without thereby limiting, any other

11 remedy available in such proceeding. For the purpose of this

12 section, the court issuing such an injunction or order shall re-

13 tain jurisdiction, and the cause shall be continued, and in such

14 case the Attorney General, acting in the name of the Common-
15 wealth, or any other person entitled to rehef under the decree,

16 may petition said court for recovery of such civil penalty.

1 Section 6. Section 8 of said chapter 93A, as most recently

2 amended by section 4 of chapter 814 of the acts of 1969, is

3 hereby further amended by striking out said section and in-

4 serting in place thereof the following: —
5 Section 8. Upon petition by the Attorney General, the court

6 may for willful and continuous violation of any injunction, or-

7 der or judgment issued pursuant to section four, order the
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8 dissolution, or suspension or forfeiture of franchise of any

9 corporation or the right of any foreign corporation to do busi-

10 ness in the Commonwealth.

1 Section 7. Paragraphs (1) through (4) of section 9 of said

2 chapter 93A, as most recently amended by chapter 241 of the

3 acts of 1971, are hereby further amended by striking out said

4 paragraphs and inserting in place thereof the following para-

5 graphs: —
6 (1) Any person, other than a person entitled to bring an

7 action under section eleven of this chapter, who has been in-

8 jured by another person's use or employment of any method,

9 act or practice declared to be unlawful by section two or any

10 rule or regulation issued thereunder may (a) bring a civil ac-

11 tion or counterclaim, where appropriate, in the Superior Court

12 for his damages and for equitable rehef, including an injunc-

13 tion, as the court deems to be necessary and appropriate, or

14 (b) if a defendant in a District Court, raise a defense or in-

15 terpose a counterclaim for his damages, as provided in this

16 chapter.

17 (2) (a) Any person entitled to bring an action under para-

18 graph (1) of this section may bring an action as a class action

19 on behalf of himself and all persons injured in the Common-
20 wealth for damages and such other relief as he and such other

21 persons are entitled to under this section.

22 (b) The court at any stage of an action brought under this

23 paragraph may hold a hearing to determine whether the action

24 may be maintained as a class action. The court shall consider

25 only the following factors in determining whether an action

26 may be maintained as a class action:

27 (i) the class is so numerous that joinder of all members is

28 impracticable,

29 (ii) there are questions of law or fact common to the class,

30 (iii) the claims or counterclaims of the representative

31 parties are typical of the claims or counterclaims of the class,

32 and

33 (iv) the representative parties will fairly and adequately

34 protect the interests of the class.

35 (c) The court shall make written findings with respect to its

36 determination. An order based upon such findings may be
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37 condition and may be altered or amended following appropriate

38 notice and opportunity to be heard prior to any decision on

39 the merits.

40 (d) A class action shall not be dismissed, settled or com-

41 promised without the approval of the court. The court may
42 require notice of such proposed dismissal, settlement or com-

43 promise to be given in such manner as the court directs.

44 (e) If the action is permitted to be maintained as a class ac-

45 tion under this paragraph, the court shall require that reason-

46 able notice of the action be given to all ascertainable members

47 of the class which shall, in terms understandable by an ordi-

48 nary person:

49 (i) briefly state the nature, alleged grounds, and status of

50 the action, and

51 (ii) inform the recipient that: —
52 (A) the court will exclude him from the class if he so re-

53 quests by a specified date;

54 (B) the judgment, whether favorable or not, will include all

55 members who do not request exclusion, and

56 (C) any member who requests inclusion may, if he desires,

57 enter an appearance through counsel.

58 No member of the class to whom notice is not given shall be

59 bound by the judgment or any other action of the court unless

60 such person later affirmatively elects to be so bound, but, as to

61 all parties to whom notice is given and who do not request

62 exclusion, the judgment or other action of the court shall be

63 binding on them.

64 (0 The court may make such orders as are necessary to the

65 efficient and expeditious disposition of any class action main-

66 tained under this paragraph including orders: —
67 (i) limiting the action to particular classes, persons on issues

68 except that the class shall not, except as required in unusual

69 circumstances, be limited to persons appearing as parties there-

70 in;

71 (ii) dividing the proposed class into subclasses and treating

72 each subclass as a separate class to the extent that such sep-

73 arate treatment is necessary or appropriate with respect to

74 the trial of questions of law or fact;

75 (iii) determining the course and conduct of the proceedings

76 including orders to prevent undue repetition or complication

77 in the presentation of evidence or argument; and
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78 (iv) establishing procedures for the submission and deter-

79 mination of any issues relevant to only individual members of

80 a class or subclass.

81 (g) The judgment in any class action, whether or not favor-

82 able to the class, shall describe those persons found by the

83 court to be members of the class and who have not been ex-

84 eluded from the class. Notice of the judgment, its effect and

85 any action that must be taken to benefit from a judgment

86 favorable to the class shall be given in such manner as the

87 court directs.

88 (h) The responsibihty for giving notice and the costs of

89 any notice required to be given to the class shall be assessed

90 to the plaintiff by the court in such manner as it deems fair

91 and just; however, all costs of notice of a compromise, settle-

92 ment or judgment favorable to the class shall be assessed to

93 the defendant as a cost recoverable under paragraph (4) of

94 this section.

95 (3) At least thirty days prior to the filing of any such ac-

96 tion, a written demand for rehef, identifying the claimant and

97 class, if any, on whose behalf the action will be brought, and

98 reasonably describing the unfair or deceptive method, act or

99 practice relied upon and the injury suffered, shall be mailed

100 or dehvered to any prospective defendant. Any person receiv-

101 ing such a demand for rehef who, within thirty days of the

102 mailing or dehvery of the demand for rehef, makes a written

103 tender of settlement which is rejected by the claimant may, in

104 any subsequent action, file the written tender and an affidavit

105 concerning its rejection and thereby limit any recovery to the

106 rehef tendered, if the court finds that the rehef tendered was

107 reasonable in relation to the injury complained of by the plain-

108 tiff. In all other cases, if the court finds for the plaintiff or

109 plaintiffs, recovery shaU be in the amount of actual damages

110 or twenty-five dollars per plaintiff, whichever is greater, for

HI each plaintiff for whom actual damages have been proven in

112 court, or up to three but not less than two times such amount
113 if the court finds that the use or employment of the method,

114 act or practice was a willful or knowing violation of said sec-

115 tion two or any rule or regulation issued thereunder or that

116 the refusal to grant rehef upon demand was made in bad faith

117 with knowledge or reason to know that the method, act or

118 practice complained of violated said section two or any rule
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119 or regulation issued thereunder. No damages shall be awarded

120 to any member of the plaintiff class whose actual damages

121 have not been proven in court. In addition, the court shall

122 award such other equitable relief, including an injunction, as

123 it deems to be necessary and proper. The demand require-

124 ments of this paragraph shall not apply if the prospective de-

125 fendant does not maintain a place of business or does not

126 keep assets within the Commonwealth, or when the person

127 fihng such an action seeks preliminary or temporary injunc-

128 tive rehef or if the person fihng such a claim does so as a

129 counterclaim, but such defendant or a defendant in counter-

130 claim may otherwise employ the provisions of this paragraph

131 by making a written offer of relief and paying the rejected

132 tender into court as soon as practicable after receiving notice

133 of an action or counterclaim commenced under this section.

134 (4) The court shall, in addition to other rehef provided for

135 by this section, award to plaintiff or plaintiff in counterclaim

136 in an action in which it is found that there has been a viola-

137 tion of section two or a rule or regulation issued thereunder,

138 reimbursement for costs, litigation expenses and a reasonable

139 attorney's fee for services furnished in connection with the ac-

140 tion; provided that in an action brought under this section, the

141 court may refuse to award reimbursement for costs, htigation

142 expenses or attorney's fees incurred subsequent to the rejec-

143 tion by plaintiff of a written offer of settlement found by the

144 court under paragraph (3) of this section to have been reason-

145 able in relation to the injury or damage sustained or sought

146 to be remedied.

1 Section 8. Said chapter 93A is hereby amended by adding

2 the following new section: —
3 Section 12. Any remedy available under this chapter shall

4 be in addition to any other remedy provided by law.
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D. House Version of Senate No. 121

HOUSE .... (1978) . . . . No. 972

An Act further regulating business practices for consumer
protection.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General

Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 SECTION 1 . Section 1 of chapter 93A of the General Laws is

2 hereby amended by adding after paragraph {d), added by section 1

3 of chapter 814 of the acts of 1969, the following paragraph: —
4 {e) "Notice" with reference to informing members of a class of

5 any matter in connection with a class action shall mean taking such

6 steps as may be reasonably required to inform members in

7 ordinary course whether or not all members actually come to know
8 of it. Reasonable steps may, as the circumstances of a particular

9 case warrant, include one or more of the following: —
10 (1) pubhcation, when individual notice is not possible because

1

1

individual class members cannot be identified through reasonable

12 effort;

13 (2) mailing to individual members of a class;

14 (3) service under the Massachusetts Rules of Civil Procedure

15 for commencing civil actions upon identifiable members of a class

16 numbering no more than twenty.

1 SECTION 2. Section 2 of said chapter 93A, added by section 1

2 of chapter 813 of the acts of 1967, is hereby amended by adding

3 after paragraph (c) the following paragraph: —
4 {d) Successful completion by the Federal Trade Commission of

5 any action, the basis of which arose in the Commonwealth,
6 brought by it pursuant to the Federal Trade Commission Act (15

7 U.S.C.45(a)(l)), as from time to time amended, shall constitute

8 prima facie evidence of a violation of subsection 2 (a) of this

9 chapter. For the purposes of this paragraph "successful comple-

10 tion" shall be a finding of a violation of the Federal Trade
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11 Commission Act (15 U.S.C.45(a)(l)) or any regulation issued

12 pursuant thereto, after all available appeals have been waived or

13 exhausted.

1 SECTION 3. Paragraph 1(c) of section 3 of said chapter 93A,
2 as most recently amended by section 2 of chapter 814 of the acts of

3 1969, is hereby amended by striking out said paragraph and

4 inserting in place thereof the following paragraph: —
5 (c) transactions or actions of any person who shows that he has

6 had served upon him by the Federal Trade Commission a

7 complaint pursuant to a 15 U.S.C. 45(b) relating to said

8 transactions or actions until the Federal Trade Commission has

9 either: —
10 (1) dismissed said complaint,

1

1

(2) secured an assurance of voluntary compUance,

12 (3) issued a cease and desist order relating to said complaint

13 pursuant to 15 U.S.C. 45(b),

14 (4) failed to assert in writing to the Attorney General, within

15 fourteen days of notice to it and to said person by the Attorney

16 General, its objection to action proposed by him and set forth in

17 said notice or,

18 (5) asserted in writing to the Attorney General its objection to

19 the proposed action, and ninety days have elapsed since the date of

20 said written objection.

1 SECTION 4. The first paragraph of section 4 of said chapter

2 93A, as most recently amended by chapter 544 of the Acts of 1972,

3 is hereby further amended by adding the following sentence: — In

4 any action or proceeding brought under the provisions of this

5 chapter in which an act or practice in violation of this chapter has

6 been found, the Attorney General shall be entitled to recover costs

7 on behalf of the Commonwealth, and reasonable attorney's fees,

8 but such fees shall be recoverable only if the use or employment of

9 the act or practice was a willful or knowing violation of section two

10 or that the refusal to grant rehef upon demand sent pursuant to this

1

1

section was made with knowledge or reason to know that the act

12 or practice complained of violated said section two.

1 SECTION 5. The fourth paragraph of section 4 of said chapter

2 93A, as most recently amended by section 3 of chapter 814 of the

3 acts of 1969, is hereby further amended by striking out said
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4 paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following

5 paragraph: —
6 Any person who violates the terms of an injunction or other

7 order issued under this section shall, in a subsequent proceeding

8 for contempt, forfeit and pay to the Commonwealth a civil penalty

9 of not more than ten thousand dollars for each violation in

10 addition to, and without thereby limiting, any other remedy

11 available in such proceeding. For the purpose of this section, the

12 court issuing such an injunction or order shall retain jurisdiction,

13 and the cause shall be continued, and in such case the Attorney

14 General, acting in the name of the Commonwealth, or any other

15 person entitled to rehef under the decree, may petition said court

16 for recovery of such civil penalty.

1 SECTION 6. Section 8 of said chapter 93A, as most recently

2 amended by section 4 of chapter 814 of the acts of 1969, is hereby

3 further amended by striking out said section and inserting in place

4 thereof the following: —
5 Section 8. Upon petition by the Attorney General, the court

6 may for willful and continuous violation of any injunction, order

7 or judgment issued pursuant to section four, order the dissolution,

8 or suspension or forfeiture of franchise of any corporation or the

9 right of any foreign corporation to do business in the Com-
10 monwealth.

1 SECTION 7. Paragraphs (1) through (4) of section 9 of said

2 chapter 93A, as most recently amended by chapter 241 of the acts

3 of 1971, are hereby further amended by striking out said

4 paragraphs and inserting in place thereof the following

5 paragraphs: —
6 (1) Any person, other than a person entitled to bring an action

7 under section eleven of this chapter, who has been injured by

8 another person's use or employment of any method, act or practice

9 declared to be unlawful by section two or any rule or regulation

10 issued thereunder may (a) bring a civil action or counterclaim,

1

1

where appropriate, in the Superior Court for his damages and for

12 equitable rehef, including an injunction, as the court deems to be

1

3

necessary and appropriate, or (b) if a defendant in a District Court,

14 raise a defense or interpose a counterclaim for his damages, as

15 provided in this chapter.

16 (2)(a) Any person entitled to bring an action under paragraph
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17 (1) of this section may bring an action as a class action on behalf of

18 himself and all persons injured in the Commonwealth for damages

19 and such other relief as he and such other persons are entitled to

20 under this section.

21 (b) The court at any state of an action brought under this

22 paragraph may hold a hearing to determine whether the action

23 may be maintained as a class action. The court shall consider only

24 the following factors in determining whether an action may be

25 maintained as class action:

26 (i) the class is so numerous that joinder of all members is

27 impracticable.

28 (ii) there are questions of law or fact common to the class,

29 (iii) the claims or counterclaims of the representative parties are

30 typical of the claims or counterclaims of the class, and

31 (iv) the representative parties will fairly and adequately protect

32 the interests of the class.

33 (c) The court shall make written findings with respect to its

34 determination. An order based upon such findings may be

35 condition and may be altered or amended following appropriate

36 notice and opportunity to be heard prior to any decision on the

37 merits.

38 (d) A class action shall not be dismissed, settled or com-

39 promised without the approval of the court. The court may require

40 notice of such proposed dismissal, settlement or compromise to be

41 given in such manner as the court directs.

42 (c) If the action is permitted to be maintained a class action

43 under this paragraph, the court shall require that reasonable notice

44 of the action be given to all ascertainable members of the class

45 which notice shall, in terms understandable by an ordinary person:

46 (i) briefly state the nature, alleged grounds, and status of the

47 action, and

48 (ii) inform the recipient that: —
49 (A) the court will exclude him from the class if he so requests by

50 a specified date;

51 (B) the judgment, whether favorable or not, will include all

52 members who do not request exclusion, and

53 (C) any member who requests inclusion may, if he desires, enter

54 an appearance through counsel.

55 No member of the class to whom notice is not given shall be

56 bound by the judgment or any other action of the court unless such

57 person later affirmatively elects to do so bound, but, as to all
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58 parties to whom notice is given and who do not request exclusion,

59 the judgment or other action of the court shall be binding on them.

60 (f) The court may make such orders as are necessary to the

61 efficient and expeditious disposition of any class action main-

62 tained under this paragraph including orders: —
63 (i) limiting the action to particular classes, persons or issues

64 except that the class shall not, except as required in unusual

65 circumstances, be Hmited to persons appearing as parties therein;

66 (ii) dividing the proposed class into subclasses and treating each

67 subclass as a separate class to the extent that such separate

68 treatment is necessary or appropriate with respect to the trial of

69 questions of law or fact;

70 (iii) determining the course and conduct of the proceedings

71 including orders to prevent undue repetition or complication in the

72 presentation of evidence or argument; and

73 (iv) estabhshing procedures for the submission and determina-

74 tion of any issues relevant to only individual members of a class or

75 subclass.

76 (g) The judgment in any class action, whether or not favorable

77 to the class, shall describe those persons found by the court to be

78 members of the class and who have not been excluded from the

79 class. Notice of the judgment, its effect and any action that must be

80 taken to benefit from a judgment favorable to the class shall be

81 given in such manner as the court directs.

82 (h) The responsibility for giving notice and the costs of any

83 notice required to be given to the class shall be assessed to the

84 plaintiff by the court in such manner as it deems fair and just;

85 however, all costs of notice of a compromise, settlement or

86 judgment favorable to the class shall be assessed to the defendant

87 as a cost recoverable under paragraph (4) of this section.

88 (3) At least thirty days prior to the fihng of any such action, a

89 written demand for relief, identifying the claimant and class, if any,

90 on whose behalf the action will be brought, and reasonably

91 describing the unfair or deceptive method, act or practice rehed

92 upon and the injury suffered, shall be mailed or delivered to any

93 prospective defendant. Any person receiving such a demand for

94 relief who, within thirty days of the mailing or dehvery of the

95 demand for relief, makes a written tender of settlement which is

96 rejected by the claimant may, in any subsequent action, file the

97 written tender and an affidavit concerning its rejection and thereby

98 hmit any recovery to the rehef tendered, if the court finds that the
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99 relief tendered was reasonable in relation to the injury complained

100 of by the plaintiff. In all other cases, if the court finds for the

101 plaintiff or plaintiffs, recovery shall be in the amount of actual

102 damages or twenty-five dollars per plaintiff, whichever is greater,

103 for each plaintiff for whom actual damages have been proven in

104 court, or up to three but not less than two times such amount if the

105 court finds that the use or employment of the method, act or

106 practice was a willful or knowing violation of said section two or

107 any rule or regulation issued thereunder or that the refusal to grant

108 rehef upon demand was made in bad faith with knowledge or

109 reason to know that the method, act or practice complained of

110 violated said section two or any rule or regulation issued

111 thereunder. No damages shall be awarded to any member of the

1 12 plaintiff class whose actual damages have not been proven in court.

113 In addition, the court shall award such other equitable rehef,

114 including an injunction, as it deems to be necessary and proper.

115 The demand requirements of this paragraph shall not apply if the

116 prospective defendant does not maintain a place of business or

117 does not keep assets within the Commonwealth, or when the

118 person fihng such an action seeks preliminary or temporary

119 injunctive rehef or if the person fihng such a claim does so as a

120 counterclaim, but such defendant or a defendant in counterclaim

121 may otherwise employ the provisions of this paragraph by making

122 a written offer of rehef and paying the rejected tender into court as

123 soon as practicable after receiving notice of an action or

124 counterclaim commenced under this section.

125 (4) The court shall, in addition to other relief provided for by

126 this section, award to plaintiff or plaintiff in counterclaim in an

127 action in which it is found that there has been a violation of section

128 two or a rule or regulation issued thereunder, reimbursement for

129 costs, litigation expenses and a reasonable attorney's fee for

130 services furnished in connection with the action; provided that in

131 an action brought under this section, the court may refuse to award

132 reimbursement for costs, litigation expenses or attorney's fees

133 incurred subsequent to the rejection by plaintiff of a written offer

1 34 of settlement found by the court under paragraph (3) of this section

135 to have been reasonable in relation to the injury or damage

136 sustained or sought to be remedied.

1 SECTION 8. Said chapter 93A is hereby amended by adding

2 the following new section: —
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3 Section 12. Any remedy available under this chapter shall be in

4 addition to any other remedy provided by law.

We support such amendments to Chapter 93A as may cause con-

sistency in the judicial procedures which are involved.

SECTION 1 of Senate No. 121 of 1978 merely adds a further

definition of the word "Notice" to the existing definitions of ''Per-

son"; "Trade"; "Documentary Material"; etc.

This new definition would be used only if a class action were to be

commenced under Chapter 93A, Section 9(2) or under Section 11.

Rule 23 Conflict

In class actions under Massachusetts Rule 23(d) the decision of the

judge is required in connection with notice matters. This rule should

continue to be applicable to consumer actions under Chapter 93A, as

we have noted further in this Report.

It is not inappropriate to define "Notice" as has been done in

SECTION 1 of Senate 121 of 1978, but we would not recommend the

enactment of SECTION 1, lines 1 to 18 inclusive unless the following

subsection (4) was first added.

(4) Nothwithstanding this definition of "Notice" the court shall

order any other, different, or additional notice to be given, so

as to fairly and adequately protect the interests of all actual or

potential parties, and in a manner consistent with Rule 23(d) of

the Massachusetts Rules of Civil Procedure.

As so amended, we recommend SECTION 1 of Senate No. 121 of

1978.

E. Findings of the Federal Trade Commission

We recommend SECTION 2 of this bill.

Under SECTION 2 of Senate No. 121 of 1978, there would be

added to the list of "unfair methods of competition and unfair or

deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of any trade or business"

a finding of a violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act (15

U.S.C. 45(a)(1)) or any regulation issued pursuant thereto after all

available appeals have been waived or exhausted.

The concept here is to make a Federal Trade Commission violation
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prima facie evidence of a violation of Chapter 93A if the matter arose

in the Commonwealth.
At present, the Massachusetts courts cannot go this far. The courts

of Massachusetts under Chapter 93A, Section 2(6) are not to be

guided by the interpretations of the Federal Trade Commission.

F. Action by Attorney General in Federal Trade Commission Cases

We recommend SECTION 3 of this bill, with an amendment.

At present. Chapter 93A, Section 3(l)(c) provides that Chapter

93A does not apply to certain transactions which are already the sub-

ject of a complaint by the Federal Trade Commission under 15

U.S.C. (45)(b)* during the pendency of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion case on the federal level.

The amendment would permit the Attorney General to proceed

also, despite the pendency of the Federal Trade Commission case, if:

(a) the Federal Trade Commission does not object in writing,

within 14 days after receipt of notice to it from the Attorney

General the proposed state action; or

(b) if the Federal Trade Commission does object, but 90 days have

elapsed since the Federal Trade Commission objection was

registered.

The purpose of this amendment is to cause the Federal Trade Com-
mission to expedite any action it might be taking. For example, the

Federal Trade Commission could issue a cease and desist order and

allow the Attorney General to proceed at the state level.

The Attorney General's department indicates that 90 days is ample

for the Federal Trade Commission to act, and that if the Federal

Trade Commission is not going to act, there is no reason for the case

to be stalled by inertia.

We recommend this SECTION 3 except that we believe that line 16

should read "thirty days" so as to give the Federal Trade Commis-

sion about two more weeks to take action than the bill provides.

G. Costs and Attorneys Fees for the Commonwealth

Under Chapter 93A, Section 4, the Attorney General, if it is in the

public interest, may sue in behalf of the Commonwealth to stop

alleged unfair methods of competition or deceptive acts or practices.

Senate No. 121 of 1978, line 8 of Section 3 says 16 U.S.C; it should be 15 U.S.C.
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There is no present statutory authority in Chapter 93A to award

costs to the Commonwealth and the proposed amendment must be

interpreted in such a manner as to allow costs if only the Com-
monwealth should prevail in the action.

We interpose no objection to a provision which would permit the

court to make an award of costs to the Commonwealth in a consumer

action under Chapter 93A.

Attorneys' Fees

We are opposed to much of the proposed SECTION 4 of Senate

No. 121 of 1978 which would allow the Commonwealth to recover

"reasonable attorneys' fees."

The draftsmen of this bill apparently shared some of our concern

as is evidenced by lines 8 to 13 of SECTION 4. There it is provided

that attorneys' fees would not be recoverable unless there was a

''willful or knowing'' violation or refusal to grant rehef.

We think this qualification on the award of attorneys' fees

demonstrates the possible penal quahty of this proposal. We recom-

mend that the proposed amendment be hmited to costs only.

If all the language of SECTION 4, lines 8 through 13 is eliminated

we would recommend the enactment of this provision for costs.

H. Contempts

Chapter 93A, Section 4 now provides that if a person violates an

injunction or other order of the court, a civil penalty may be assessed

in an amount not more than $10,000.

The proposed amendment by SECTION 5 of Senate No. 121 of

1978 makes it clear that such a penalty may be recovered in a ''subse-

quent proceeding for contempt.''

We are advised that this is a technical amendment which is

desirable in the opinion of the Department of the Attorney General.

We recommend SECTION 5 of Senate No. 121 of 1978.

I. "Willful and Continuous" Violations

SECTION 6 of Senate No. 121 of 1978 proposes to substitute the

words "willful and continuous" violation for the present words of

the statute "habitual" violation.
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The Judicial Council takes no position on this change in

terminology.

J. Action Without Proof of Loss of Money or Property

Under Chapter 93A, Section 9(1) as presently enacted:

"Any person who purchases or leases goods, services or property, real —
or personal" —
(i) primarily for personal, family or household purposes, and

(ii) thereby suffers any loss of money or property, real or personal

(iii) as the result of an unfair or deceptive act or practice declared

unlawful under section two or by any rule or regulation issued

under paragraph (c) of section two

may bring a Chapter 93A action.*

Under SECTION 7, Paragraph 1 of Senate No. 121 of 1978 some

very significant changes would result.

1

.

The Chapter 93A action could be brought by any person other

than one engaged in trade or commerce.

2. No purchase or lease of goods or services would be necessary,

nor would a purchase of real or personal property be necessary.

3. Consumer goods or services would not necessarily be involved.

The requirement as to personal, family or household purposes

would be dropped.

4. No loss of money need be involved. A person could commence

an action although there was no money lost by such person.

The plaintiff would be required to prove that he or she had been

injured by another person's use or employment of an unlawful act,

practice, or method. There is no definition of the term "method".

Under the present law, the Supreme Judicial Court has held that

"severe emotional distress" caused to a debtor by reason of 180

telephone calls; use of false identities by the bill collector; threats of

legal action; embarrassing and abusive language; threats to pubUsh

the debtor's credit record; contacts with third persons about the

debt; ringing the door bell 100 times on one occasion; and 24 per-

sonal visits in three months to collect $213.30 was not a loss of

"property" or a money loss under Chapter 93A. This recital does not

*We note that Chapter 93A actions for money damages including counterclaims, cross claims,

or third party actions, can now be brought in the district court department. Acts of 1978,

Chapter 478, Section 46.
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cover all of the bizzare conduct of agents of the loan company in this

case of Baldassari v. Public Finance Trust, 1975 A.S. 3188.

We can find nothing admirable in such collection practices and

note that there was a violation of at least five provisions of General

Laws Chapter 93, Section 49 (Unfair, Deceptive or Unreasonable

Collection Procedures).

The court said that the plaintiff might have had a claim for false

imprisonment and for "intentional infliction of emotional distress."

The case of George v. Jordan Marsh Co., 359 Mass. 244 (1971) was

cited as authority to bring a timely tort action for emotional distress.

In the Baldassari case, it appears that the tort claims noted were

barred by the passage of time. Under General Laws Chapter 260,

Section 2A these claims should apparently have been put into suit

before the two year limitation.

The Baldassari case presents a situation which could have been sus-

tained in court under Chapter 93A if the proposed amendment to

SECTION 7, Paragraph 1 had been in effect.

It also should be made clear that if the plaintiff, Baldassari, had

commenced his tort action earlier, he might have been awarded

damages under traditional tort principles.

It was observed in the Baldassari case that:

According to the principal draftsman of G.L. c. 93A, Sec. 9, the 'sole

purpose' of the requirement that the plaintiff suffer loss of money or

property 'is to guard against vicarious suits by self-constituted private

attorneys general when they spot an apparently deceiving advertisement

in the newspaper, on television, or in a store window.'

One could postulate a number of situations in which a citizen could

bring a Chapter 93A suit under the proposed amendment. Suppose a

taxpayer discovered that a state agency purchased an expensive item

or service which was later made to appear to involve unfair or decep-

tive practices. Such citizen, either alone or in a class action, might

claim injury as a taxpayer, or because the item was wasteful, ex-

travagant or the services of small benefit and great cost.

While such an action may seem far fetched, it would clearly fall

within the provision suggested by SECTION 7, Paragraph 1 of

Senate No. 121 of 1978.

We do not recommend this proposal.

The removal of the requirement that a person must suffer money
damage or damage to his property will result in a plethora of private
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lawsuits. The Attorney General can protect the pubhc at large under

appropriate regulations made by his department. Individuals should

be required to show loss of money or property.

K. Expansion of Special Statutory Class Actions

Under Chapter 93A

We do not recommend Senate No. 121, SECTION 7, paragraph 2

in this form.

It may be appropriate to take note of the comment of the Supreme

Judicial Court in the case of Heller v. Silverbranch Construction

Corporation et als, 1978 A. S. 2850, at 2856.

Both this court and the (U.S.) Supreme Court have consistently held

that consumer protection statutes created new substantive rights by

making conduct unlawful which was not previously unlawful under the

common law or any prior statute. The statutory language (Chapter 93A)

is not dependent or traditional tort or contract law concepts for its

definition.

It does not necessarily follow, however, that because the General

Court, Hke Congress, has provided new remedies to consumers, there

should also be special procedures, in the form of statutes, which may
create considerable confusion and may pave the way for potential

abuse of the class action procedure. Problems already exist in this

area.

1. Present State of Massachusetts Class Actions

Under the Massachusetts Rules of Civil Procedure, all class actions

are presumably governed by the following rule:

Rule 23

CLASS ACTIONS

(a) Prerequisites to Class Action. One or more members of a

class may sue or be sued as representative parties on behalf of all

only if (1) the class is so numerous that joinder of all members is

impracticable, (2) there are questions of law or fact common to the

class, (3) the claims or defenses of the representative parties are

typical of the claims or defenses of the class, and (4) the represen-

tative parties will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the

class.
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(b) Class Actions Maintainable. An action may be maintained

as a class action if the prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied,

and the court finds that the questions of law or fact common to the

members of the class predominate over any questions affecting

only individual members, and that a class action is superior to

other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of

the controversy.

(c) Dismissal or Compromise. A class action shall not be

dismissed or compromised without the approval of the court. The

court may require notice of such proposed dismissal or com-

promise to be given in such manner as the court directs.

(d) Orders to Insure Adequate Representation. The court at any

stage of an action under this rule may require such security and im-

pose such terms as shall fairly and adequately protect the interests

of the class in whose behalf the action is brought or defended. It

may order that notice be given, in such manner as it may direct, of

the pendency of the action, of a proposed settlement, of entry of

judgment, or of any other proceedings in the action, including

notice to the absent persons that they may come in and present

claims and defenses if they so desire. Whenever the representation

appears to the court inadequate fairly to protect the interests of ab-

sent parties who may be bound by the judgment, the court may at

any time prior to judgment order an amendment of the pleadings,

eliminating therefrom all reference to representation of absent per-

sons, and the court shall order entry of judgment in such form as

to affect only the parties to the action and those adequately

represented.

Prior to the adoption of this rule in 1974, class actions in

Massachusetts were subject to procedures which had been developed

on a case by case basis over the years.

Although the Massachusetts courts had limited experience with

many new procedures under the Rules of Civil Procedure, there is a

great reservoir of experience under Federal Rule 23. Federal Rule 23

provisions are not identical with the Massachusetts rule.

Our Supreme Judicial Court has pointed out in the case of

Baldassari v. Public Finance Trust, 1975 A.S. 3188, that there are

various differences between Massachusetts Rule 23 and Federal Rule

23; and that because of the language of General Laws Chapter 93A,

Section 9(2) there are further procedural technicalities appHcable

only to consumer protection cases under Chapter 93A, some provi-
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sions of which were enacted between 1971 and 1973, and prior to the

adoption of the Massachusetts Rules of Civil Procedure.

2. Special Consumer Procedures

The Baldassari court was of the opinion that the conflicts between

Massachusetts Rule 23 and the class action procedure under General

Laws Chapter 93A, Section 9(2) should be resolved in favor of the

statutory procedure which was less restrictive on the consumer, or

consumer activist.

The Baldassari court declared that it would not there pursue the

class action issues of consumer cases under Chapter 93A in further

detail. The court said that the consumer protection act was:

designed to meet a pressing need for an effective private remedy, and

again declare that traditional technicalities are not to be read into the

statute in such a way as to impede the accomplishment of substantial

justice.

The present language of General Laws Chapter 93A, Section 9(2)

reads as follows:

(2) Any persons entitled to bring such action may, if the use or

employment of the unfair or deceptive act or practice has caused

similar injury to numerous other persons similarly situated and if

the court finds in a preliminary hearing that he adequately and

fairly represents such other persons, bring the action on behalf of

himself and such other similarly injured and situated persons; the

court shall require that notice of such action be given to unnamed
petitioners in the most effective practicable manner. Such action

shall not be dismissed, settled or compromised without the ap-

proval of the court, and notice of any proposed dismissal, settle-

ment or compromise shall be given to all members of the class of

petitioners in such manner as the court directs.

Both Federal and Massachusetts Rules 23 require that the common
or class aspects of a class action ''predominate'' over any questions

of law or fact which affect only one or more individual members of

the class.

It has been declared by the Supreme Judicial Court of

Massachusetts that a motion to certify a class action as appropriate,

although not required by Rule 23, is often necessary.

These court rules also require that the class action be superior to
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other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the

controversy.

The Baldassari court said:

The predominance and superiority requirements introduce a highly

discretionary element . . . The statute (Ch. 93A) has a more mandatory

tone. We do not believe that the subsequent adoption of Rule 23 was in-

tended to curtail any remedial rights granted by the statute.

3. The Proposed Amendment to Section 9(2)

To expand the philosophy of the Baldassari court, and to make
Chapter 93A actions almost independent of Massachusetts Rule 23,

the proposed amendment makes significant changes:

1. No loss of money would apparently be necessary by anyone.

2. Numerous persons "similarly situated" would not be a factor

nor would it be necessary to show specific injury to numerous

persons. The case would merely be put forth as "typical".

3. The court would be restricted to considering only four factors

in determining whether the class action could be maintained:

(i) the class is so numerous that joinder of all members is im-

practicable;

(ii) there are questions of law or fact common to the class;

(iii) the claims or counterclaims of the representative parties are

typical of the claims or counterclaims of the class; and

(iv) the representative parties will fairly and adequately protect

the interests of the class.

While these four factors are the same factors set forth in

Massachusetts Rule 23(a) as "Prerequisites to Class Action", the

ehmination of the requirement now found in Chapter 93A, Section

9(2) that there be numerous persons "similarly injured and similarly

situated" who must suffer a money loss, and the rigid demand that

the court consider no other factors causes an imbalance of legal

rights.

We note that "any person" may bring a class action. A person

may commence an action for a variety of reasons and seek to use the

judicial system as a sword as well as a shield. The court is not to be

enlisted as the advocate of one of the parties.

Notably lacking from the proposed amendment to Section 9(c) is

the provision of Rule 23(d) which reads:

(d) Orders to Insure Adequate Representation. The court at any

stage of an action under this rule may require such security and im-
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pose such terms as shall fairly and adequately protect the interests

of the class in whose behalf the action is brought or defended. It

may order that notice be given, in such manner as it may direct, of

the pendency of the action, of a proposed settlement, of entry of

judgment, or of any other proceedings in the action, including

notice to the absent persons that they may come in and present

claims and defenses if they so desire. Whenever the representation

appears to the court inadequate fairly to protect the interests of ab-

sent parties who may be bound by the judgment, the court may at

any time prior to judgment order an amendment of the pleadings,

ehminating therefrom all reference to representation of absent per-

sons, and the court shall order entry of judgment in such form as

to affect only the parties to the action and those adequately

represented.

The omission of this provision, and its possible exclusion from

consumer class actions by future judicial interpretation is very

undesirable.

There are possible abuses in the class action such as:

1. solicitation of legal representation of class members;

2. solicitation of funds and agreements to pay fees and expenses

from class members;

3. solicitation by parties of requests by some class members to opt

out in the class action;

4. unauthorized direct or indirect communications from counsel

or a party, which may misrepresent the status, purposes, and

effects of the action and of court orders therein, and which may
confuse actual and potential class members and which may
reflect adversely on the court or the administration of justice;

and

5. difficulties in management of a class action by the court.

The court has a very active and important role in class actions and

it should not be circumscribed by statutory fetters which might stay

the hand of justice.

In Held v. Missouri P. R. Co., 64 F.R.D. 346 (1974) the court saw

a fundamental duty to insure that there was no fraud or collusion in

arriving at a fair compromise in a class action suit, and also to insure

that the compromise was such that the class action procedure was not

a device used abusively by the plaintiff as legalized blackmail.

If the Supreme Judicial Court should further pursue the class

action issues of the consumer protection case under Chapter 93A, it

seems that consistency alone would lead the court to the conclusion
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that in enacting the proposed amendment to Section 9(c), the General

Court intended to give every person the abihty to pursue class actions

without reference to Rule 23, purportedly to protect the consumer,

but nevertheless, under conditions which we think are undesirable.

We must not forget the fact that under General Laws Chapter 93A,

Section 4, the Attorney General has a very potent weapon against

consumer fraud or unfair and deceptive practices.

We are not opposed to class actions by consumers in behalf of

themselves and other consumers who have suffered financial loss.

Such actions can now be carried on under Rule 23 and under the

existing provisions of General Laws Chapter 93A, Section 9(2).

We oppose the suggested amendment as one which is inconsistent

with the orderly development of practice under Rule 23. It would be

more appropriate to eliminate the inconsistencies between present

Massachusetts Rule 23 and General Laws Chapter 93A, Section 9(2)

in favor of Rule 23.

The court rule permits more flexibility as problems arise in the

future and a revision of that rule by the court in light of its ex-

perience.

We think that it is significant that class actions under Federal Rule

23 have been certified in cases involving racial and ethnic discrimina-

tion, social security benefits, job rights, prisoner's practice, housing,

food stamps, stocks and bonds, podiatrist's practice, sex discrimina-

tion, school segregation, welfare benefits, nursing homes, mental

patient's rights, land use, credit card practices (interest), securities

losses, divorce cases, high school newspapers, urban renewal, the

F.B.I. , minority rights of every description, real estate brokers, pen-

sion benefits, anti-trust, insurance policies, collective bargaining,

pubUc housing rent payments, fraud, sale of pneumatic tools at

allegedly excessive prices, etc.

These cases have been handled by the courts without the necessity

of specific statutes prescribing separate class action procedures.

L. Class Actions Procedures or Deceptive ''Methods"

SECTION 7, Paragraph 3 of Senate No. 121 of 1978 makes certain

changes in Chapter 93A, Section 9(3) which deals with the procedure

in class actions.

1. The class action would be available if an unfair or deceptive

''method'" was used. There is no definition of the term

"method". Presumably, the Baldassari case prompted the sug-
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gestion that the word "method" be introduced into Chapter

93A.

2. While the statute now speaks of a tender of rehef to the plaintiff

being reasonable in relation to the injury actually suffered by

the plaintiff, the proposed amendment speaks of such tender

being reasonable in relation to the injury complained of by the

plaintiff. The difference is considerable.

3. The statute now provides that if there is a finding for the plain-

tiff, the actual damages shall be awarded or $25.00, whichever

is greater.

It seems to be the intent of the amendment to give every member of

the class at least $25.00 ''for whom actual damages have been proven

in court.''

It would appear that the real intent of this amendment is to give

every member of a class at least $25.00 ($50.00 if there is willful in-

tent) if there is proof of a deceptive or unfair act, practice or method

as to any member of that class. Actual damages are to be awarded if

proved, of course.

It is idle to suggest that in a class action under Chapter 93A, there

would be separate proof of actual damages as to each plaintiff

(member of the class).

It is the obvious aim of Senate No. 121 of 1978 as a whole to per-

mit a class action in which a "typical" case will be presented with the

result that all those similarly situated will be given rehef.

Apparently the assembUng of a class and a reasonable proof of

small damages to a few could result in a $25.00 benefit (less counsel

fees and expenses) for hundreds or even thousands of persons

similarly situated, even though they had suffered no money or prop-

erty loss and might be wholly unconcerned except to collect anything

that was offered.

The language in lines 111 and 119 to 121 does not say what is

meant and does not mean what is said.

M. Attorneys' Fees in Class Actions where no Money or

Property Damages are Involved

Chapter 93A, Section 9(4) now provides for reasonable attorneys'

fees and costs to be paid in connection with a class action if money or

property damages have been suffered, "irrespective of the amount in

controversy."
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Both this Paragraph 4 and Paragraph 3 of the proposed SECTION
7 introduce the concept that a class action may be maintained for a

violation of any regulation made by the Attorney General under

Chapter 93A, Section 2(c). This language merely adds confusion to

the statute.

This Paragraph 4 also provides for the payment of attorneys' fees

and costs if a deceptive practice has taken place even though no
money or property damages have taken place.

The proposed Paragraph 4 also requires the court to find that the

written offer of settlement in a class action must be reasonable in

relation to the injury or damage sustained or sought to be remedied,

or costs and fees will be payable.

Again the philosophy of the amendment is inconsistent. Since it

would no longer be necessary under Chapter 93A to show money or

property damage, the "injury or damage" would be a matter of

speculation and conjecture in those cases where no dollar amount
could be ascertained.

The proposed amendment would permit and would encourage

class actions on flimsy grounds (as well as those on solid grounds)

with almost a guarantee of counsel fees and costs if a deceptive act,

practice or method could be shown at the outset and regardless of the

actual harm that resulted.
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V. SENTENCING

A. Initial Special Committee Proposal

B. Minimum Sentence

C. LEAA Study

D. Superior Court Study

Many within the judicial system, and many outside the judicial

system have been concerned with the sentencing process.

In a recent report by the "Special Joint Committee on Uniform

Sentencing and Revision of the Criminal Law Statutes" established

under House Order No. 6595 of 1977, it is asserted that

the current sentencing policies and practices are highly variable, ex-

tremely confusing and frequently inequitable.

The Committee expresses concern regarding the various criminal

justice agencies (the courts, correction departments, probation and

parole boards) in that these agencies are "completely ineffective in

dealing with the problem of using crime."

The Committee also refers to a "pernicious behef" that the im-

position of a sentence is "more reflective of the socio-economic

status of the offender than it is of the crime committed."

The report further asserts that "the sentencing pohcy of the Com-
monwealth should be designed around the following goals:

PUNISHMENT
PROTECTION
DETERRENCE
REHABILITATION"

and that these goals should be weighed in each case. Admittedly,

there is little that is novel in this statement of goals. This statement of

goals, although desirable, does not greatly contribute to further

progress in the field of rehabihtation, nor does it foreshadow any

promising solution to the sentencing problem.

The Special Committee reviewed the various categories of

sentence:

Type

1. Indeterminate

2. Minimum Mandatory

3. Flat-Time (Fixed)

4. Presumptive
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In its first report, the Committee favors "Presumptive

Sentencing." This concept has been under very serious study at the

national level since at least the time of the presentation of the

American Law Institute Model Penal Code Draft No. 2 of 1954.

The adoption of "Presumptive Sentencing" would clearly erode

the present authority of the individual judge to exercise a sound
discretion at the time of sentencing.

The Committee further states:

It is the opinion of this Committee that the presumptive approach to

sentencing provides the most effective balance between our goal of

achieving more consistent and certain sentencing while retaining a

necessary measure ofjudicial discretion.

The principle of judicial discretion in sentencing is the core of the

present system. Under various criminal statutes the judge is given a

wide variety of alternatives in the average case.

1. In a few instances, there is a mandatory sentence requiring con-

finement or a fine. There is no opportunity for judicial discre-

tion.

2. In most instances, however, there is a statutory minimum and

maximum sentence e.g., not less than one or more than five

years of confinement.

Even though there is a minimum and maximum sentence in such

cases, the court need not impose such sentence but may:

a. order probation;

b. continue the case without a finding and later dismiss it; or

c. impose a sentence, and suspend its execution.

The court is not required to order a minimum term of confine-

ment.

A. Initial Special Committee Proposal

To achieve a goal of "Presumptive Sentencing" the Committee
will propose a new Chapter 264A to "provide sanctions" (sentences)

for seven categories of offenses reflected in the classification of many
statutory crimes.

Felonies would be divided into four classes and there would be two
classes of misdemeanors.

In the Model Penal Code there are three classes of felony for which

the range of sentences is as follows:
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B.

Felonies

First Degree

Extended Term
Second Degree

Extended Term

C. Third Degree

Extended Term

Misdemeanors

A. Misdemeanor Fine

B. Petty Mis-

demeanor Fine

"Mandatory"^

Minimum

One Year

Five Years

One Year

One Year

One Year

One Year

'Mandatory'

Minimum

None

None

Discretionary

Minimum

Ten Years

Ten Years

Three Years

Five Years

Two Years

Three Years

Discretionary

Minimum

None

None

There is also a schedule of fines as follows:

First Degree Felony

Second Degree Felony

Third Degree Felony

Maximum

Life

Life

Ten Years

Ten to

Twenty Years

Five Years

Five to

Ten Years

Maximum

One Year

$1,000

Thirty Days

$500

Maximum
Fine

$10,000

$10,000

$ 5,000

If a statute authorizes a higher fine, the higher maximum can be

imposed. The offender can also be fined "double the pecuniary gain

derived."

The philosophy of the Model Penal Code is that

no person convicted of an offense shall be sentenced otherwise than in

accordance with ... the Code.

Despite the range of sentences for the various degree of felonies

and misdemeanors, a judge, acting under statutes consistent with the

Model Penal Code, would still retain the following discretion:

1

.

to suspend a sentence (except in murder cases) or to order civil

commitment for rehabilitation — e.g., narcotics, alcohol;

2. to order a fine in heu of imprisonment;

3. to order probation or a short 30 day sentence followed by pro-

bation;

Such term is only "mandatory" if confinement is ordered.
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4. to order confinement for the term specified for the degree of of-

fense;

5. to order probation and a fine;

6. to order confinement and a fine;

7. to order other civil penalties and loss of hcense, privilege, office

or status.

The Model Sentencing Act was published in 1963 and provides cer-

tain guidelines.

Ordinary Dangerous

Offender Offender

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum

First Degree Murder
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The statutory plan for sentencing in Massachusetts is found in

G.L. Chapter 279.

Some of the features of the present plan are as follows:

1

.

There are various specific penalties calling for more or less in-

consistent terms of incarceration, or fines, for offenses which

are similar in degree or kind.

2. The maximum term of incarceration, where a lesser time is not

specified, in a jail or house of correction, the reformatory for

women, or MCI, Concord is two and one-half years.

3. The minimum term of incarceration in the state prison (and no

such state prison incarceration is mandatory) is for two and

one-half years.

B. Minimum Sentence

The penalty for unlawfully carrying dangerous weapons is an ex-

ample of the mandatory minimum sentence. The statute provides

that any person convicted under G.L. Chapter 269, Section 10:

. . . shall be punished by imprisonment in the state prison for not less

than two and one-half nor more than five years, or for not less than one

year nor more than two and one-half years in a jail or house of correc-

tion. The sentence imposed upon such person shall not be reduced to

less than one year, nor suspended, nor shall any person convicted under

this subsection (a) be eligible for probation, parole, or furlough or

receive any deduction from his sentence for good conduct until he shall

have served one year of such sentence; provided, however, that the com-

missioner of correction may, on the recommendation of the warden,

superintendent, or other person in charge of a correctional institution,

or the administrator of a county correctional institution, grant to an of-

fender committed under this subsection or a temporary release in the

custody of an officer of such institution for the following purposes only:

to attend the funeral of a relative; to visit a critically ill relative; or to ob-

tain emergency medical or psychiatric services unavailable at said in-

stitution. Prosecutions commenced under this section shall neither be

continued without a finding nor placed on file.

The provisions of section eighty-seven of chapter two hundred and

seventy-six, shall not apply to any person seventeen years of age or over,

charged with a violation of this subsection, or to any child between age

fourteen and seventeen, so charged, if the court is of the opinion that

the interests of the public require that he should be tried for such of-

fense instead of being dealt with as a child.
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4. Sentences, except for offenses punishable by death or Hfe im-

prisonment, can be suspended. (Section 1)

5. Probation can be ordered if a sentence is suspended. (Section

lA)

6. Conditional Sentences — "Thirty Dollars or Thirty Days" are

allowed under Section 10.

7. Special weekend and holiday sentences are provided for first of-

fenders in less serious offenses. (Section 6A)

It is, of course, true that in Massachusetts there is some disparity in

sentencing.

In G.L. Chapter 278, Section 28B, there is provision for the ap-

pellate review of state prison sentences by the Appellate Division of

the Superior Court.

Sections 29A, 29B and 29C of G.L. Chapter 278 permit the revi-

sion of sentences on the basis that justice was not done or cannot be

done, but this procedure requires action within sixty days after the

original sentence has been imposed.

Such statutes as these last mentioned are designed to prevent harsh

or excessive sentences, yet under this statute the sentence may be in-

creased.

There is no statute, except G.L. Chapter 269, Section 10, which

provides that a convicted person must serve a minimum term.

It is argued that some persons who are convicted of a specific of-

fense may be sentenced to jail (although in practice a first offender is

rarely thus sentenced) while others would be given a suspended

sentence with or without probation.

It is also argued that two offenders might be given differing terms

— one long, the other short — for the same offense.

Above everything else, it appears to be suggested that while there

may be reasons for tailoring the punishment to fit the criminal under

normal circumstances, there must be a statutory minimum term of

incarceration for a number of crimes. In past years, the types of of-

fense for which mandatory minimum sentences have been sought by

petitions to the General Court include:

1

.

auto theft (second offense);

2. violent crimes against the elderly;

3. sale or distribution of "hard drugs";

4. sex crimes involving children;

5. fire arms violations;

6. murder, rape and kidnapping.
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There are probably others.

The Judicial Council has always opposed mandatory incarcera-

tion, and cannot see any reason why this traditional position should

now be changed.

C. LEAA Study

At this point, the National Institute of Law Enforcement and

Criminal Justice has announced an LEAA "competitive research

grant" of $400,000 for a program of up to 30 months in duration to

"evaluate the multijurisdictional sentencing guidehnes" in a given

state. The announced objectives of this project include the evaluation

of sentencing guidelines, practices, and see if they are generally

feasible.

D. Superior Court Study

It is obvious that a series of guidehnes is "feasible" and that a

project such as that being carried on presently by the justices of the

Massachusetts Superior Court can be effective in estabhshing sen-

tencing goals which will be more uniform in the "typical" case.

Clearly, it is difficult to fit cases into a pre-estabhshed mold.

Justice in this Commonwealth will not be significantly improved

by the legislative adoption of mandatory minimum sentences for the

"ordinary" felony.

Some persons who commit a felony pose no threat to society; panic

or despair may have led to the crime. Incarceration may so twist the

individual, especially the younger person, that rehabilitation is made
extremely difficult or perhaps even impossible.

The General Court should vest discretion over sentencing in the

Judiciary, and we encourage the development of sentencing

guidehnes which do not involve mandatory incarceration, except for

atrocious crimes and first degree murder.

It is not to be overlooked that when a judge in Massachusetts is

convinced that a state prison term is necessary, the sentence must be

for a minimum of IVi years under G.L. Chapter 279, Section 24.

It is also highly questionable to compel the sentencing of addi-

tional persons who might well be suitable for probation, rather than

incarceration, to Massachusetts correctional institutions which lack

the capacity to handle even those who are committed there under ex-

isting law.
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We urge the General Court to refrain from enacting any legislation

on sentencing at this time. The studies should continue and there
should be enlightened debate and discussion as to what will be useful
and productive prior to any legislative action.
















